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Abstract 
WD repeat domain 5 (WDR5) is a scaffold protein involved in protein-protein or RNA-

protein complexes, and most of these complexes play an important role in various 

epigenetic modulation processes. In particular, some of the long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) 

rely on the formation of the lncRNA-WDR5 complex to exert their epigenetic modulation, 

such as the upregulation of the lncRNA itself. If an oncogenic lncRNA relies on this pathway 

to maintain its expression level, it is possible to inhibit its positive feedback loop and thus 

reduce the expression of the oncogenic lncRNA. Therefore, this thesis focuses on 

investigating the potential of targeting lncRNA-WDR5 interactions, followed by evaluating 

the downregulation of lncRNA in cellulo. 

Targeting lncRNA-WDR5 interactions could be achieved by designing an inhibitor that 

targets the same binding pocket on WDR5. Several lncRNA are reported to recognize 

WDR5-binding motif (WBM) site, as a result, a study of structure-activity relationship of 

peptide-based inhibitors derivatize from protein-WDR5 interactions to target WBM site are 

performed. Further optimizations are performed by tailor-design macrocycle structure to 

facilitate peptides adopt the binding conformation and indeed the binding affinity is 

improved. The ability of macrocycle to disrupt lncRNA-protein interaction is verified by 

competitive in vitro RNA immunoprecipitation (iv-RIP).  

Cellular experiments are performed to determine whether targeting lncRNA-WDR5 

interactions leads to downregulation of the lncRNA itself. Several strategies show their 

ability to enhance cell uptake of macrocycles. Finally, two molecules show that targeting 

lncRNA-WDR5 complexes can lead to reduction of the lncRNA itself and that different 

lncRNA have different sensitivity to the treatment.  
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Zusammenfassung 
Die WD-Repeat-Domäne 5 (WDR5) ist ein Gerüstprotein, das an Protein-Protein- oder 

RNA-Protein-Komplexen beteiligt ist. Die meisten dieser Komplexe spielen eine wichtige 

Rolle in verschiedenen epigenetischen Modulationsprozessen. Insbesondere einige der 

langen nicht-kodierenden RNAs (lncRNAs) sind auf die Bildung des lncRNA-WDR5-

Komplexes angewiesen, um ihre epigenetische Modulation auszuüben, wie z.B. das 

Hochregulieren der lncRNA selbst. Wenn eine onkogene lncRNA auf diesen Weg angewiesen 

ist, um ihr Expressionsniveau aufrechtzuerhalten, ist es möglich, die positive 

Rückkopplungsschleife zu hemmen und so die Expression der onkogenen lncRNA zu 

reduzieren. Daher konzentriert sich diese Arbeit auf die Untersuchung des Potenzials einer 

gezielten Beeinflussung der lncRNA-WDR5-Interaktionen, gefolgt von einer Evaluierung der 

Herunterregulierung der lncRNA in der Zelle. 

Eine gezielte Beeinflussung der lncRNA-WDR5-Interaktionen könnte durch die 

Entwicklung eines Inhibitors erreicht werden, der auf die gleiche Bindungstasche in WDR5 

abzielt. Es wurde berichtet, dass mehrere lncRNAs das WDR5-Bindemotiv (WBM) erkennen. 

Daher wurde eine Studie zur Struktur-Wirkungs-Beziehung von Peptid-basierten 

Inhibitoren durchgeführt, die von Protein-WDR5-Interaktionen abgeleitet sind und auf das 

WBM abzielen. Weitere Optimierungen werden durch eine maßgeschneiderte 

Makrozyklusstruktur erreicht, die es den Peptiden erleichtert, die Bindungskonformation 

einzunehmen, wodurch die Bindungsaffinität verbessert wird. Die Fähigkeit des 

Makrozyklus, die lncRNA-Protein-Interaktion zu unterbrechen, wird durch kompetitive in 

vitro RNA-Immunpräzipitation (iv-RIP) getestet. 

In Zellexperimenten wird untersucht, ob die gezielte Beeinflussung von lncRNA-

WDR5-Interaktionen zu einer Herunterregulierung der lncRNA selbst führt. Mehrere 

Strategien zeigen ihre Fähigkeit, die Aufnahme von Makrozyklen in Zellen zu verbessern. 

Schließlich zeigen zwei Moleküle, dass das Targeting von lncRNA-WDR5-Komplexen zu 

einer Reduktion der lncRNA selbst führen kann und dass verschiedene lncRNAs 

unterschiedlich empfindlich auf die Behandlung reagieren.
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Chapter 1. General Introduction 

1.1  Central Dogma of Molecular Biology and 

Epigenetics 

In 1965, Nobel Laureate James Watson described the central dogma of molecular 

biology as having three major parts, starting with the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), which 

records all the information on the gene and inherits the information during division and 

replication, like a blueprint for cells. Through the process of transcription, DNA can transfer 

its information to ribonucleic acid (RNA), which serves as an interface for information 

processing, e.g., alternative splicing, allowing for faster and more flexible responses to 

stimuli or changing conditions. Through the process of translation, RNA can transfer the 

processed information into protein, which carries out the effect of the gene and interacts 

with the environment. Despite the existence of various exceptions, such as ribosomal RNA 

(rRNA) and transfer RNA (tRNA), this sequential decoding process explains the central 

dogma of molecular biology. Although rRNA and tRNA do not carry the code themselves, 

their role in the decoding process for transcription and translation does not contradict with 

the general description of the central dogma. 

 

Figure 1. James Watson's illustration of the central dogma of molecular biology. Created with BioRender.com 

However, the model of Watson's central dogma model cannot fully explain the 

difference between genotype and phenotype. For example, the number of genes encoded 

in the human genome is similar to that of Drosophila, but the diversity of human 
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phenotypes at the cellular level is much greater. In addition, the same genomic information 

is shared by all somatic cells, but more than 220 different cell types have been reported to 

have unique functional and protein expression patterns1. Furthermore, a "g-value paradox" 

arises from the fact that the number of coding genes in Homo sapiens (approximately 3 x 

1031 somatic cells, 31000 protein-coding genes) and Caenorhabditis elegans 

(approximately 1 x 103 cells) are very similar (approximately 19000 protein-coding 

genes)2,3 even though they are organisms of very different complexity.  

Therefore, a new field focused on discovering the mechanism of modulation between 

genotype and phenotype began to emerge. In the 1990s4, scientists began to call this field 

"epigenetics", a term derived from the word "epigenotype", which was introduced by 

Conrad Hal Waddington in 1942 to describe the concept that chromatin could interact with 

the environment and change the phenotype as a response5. The precise definition of 

epigenetics was provided at a meeting at Cold Spring Harbor in 2008, where it was stated 

that "An epigenetic trait is a stably heritable phenotype resulting from changes in a 

chromosome without alterations in the DNA sequence."6. 

1.2  The Molecular Basis of Epigenetics 

A human diploid cell contains about six billion nucleotides, which in its linear form 

would be about 2 m long7. To fit into the compact environment of a somatic cells, which 

have an average radius of 20 µm8, DNA is wrapped around histones to form the basic 

repeating unit called a nucleosome, which can be further condensed into a chromosome. 

Each nucleosome consists of 147 bp of DNA and a histone octamer composed of H2A, H2B, 

H3, and H49–11. When the nucleosomes are packed in the condensed formation, it is called 

heterochromatin, and it is transcriptionally inactive due to lack of accessibility to the 

transcription machinery and flexibility to unwind for transcription to occur (Figure 2)12. 

Therefore, the nucleosome can be unwound into a loose conformation, euchromatin, which 
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is transcriptionally active because the conditions are ready for transcription to occur13. The 

transition between heterochromatin and euchromatin is called chromatin remodeling13. 

This is typically controlled by changing the strength of the interaction between DNA and 

the histone complex, specifically by changing the strength of electrostatic interactions or 

hydrophobic interactions by modifying the chemical structure of their interacting surface, 

e.g., post-synthetic methylation on DNA or acetylation, methylation, and phosphorylation 

on histones14.  

 
Figure 2. Illustration of nucleosome packing and control of chromatin remodeling15. Figure is reprinted with 

permission (6.7) from (Brander et al., 2017). 

Modulation by post-translational modifications (PTM) on histones and the 

corresponding influence on chromatin remodeling is very well studied16. Briefly, after PTM 

on histones loosen the nucleosome, an ATP-dependent chromatin-remodeling complexes 

would be recruited and initiate the remodeling process of the chromatin instructed by the 

PTM markers16. Gene activation is typically accompanied by chromatin remodeling into 

euchromatin through histone acetylation and specific histone methylation (e.g., 

H3K4me3)17. On the other hand, gene silencing is typically achieved by packaging the 

nucleosome into more condensed heterochromatin through histone deacetylation or 
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histone methylation at H3K27me3 (Figure 3)18,19.  

 
Figure 3. Common events for chromatin remodeling between euchromatin and heterochromatin18. Figure is 

reprinted with permission (6.7) from (Dimopoulos et al., 2014). 

In addition to modulation by histone acetylation/methylation, post-synthetic 

modification of DNA also modulates gene expression. Among the four DNA bases, cytosine 

is the most abundant methylated DNA observed in mammalian cells and approximately 2-

7% of cytosine is observed as 5-methylcytosine (5mC)20,21. Methylation of CpG 

dinucleotides typically results in regional silencing and the differential methylation pattern 

has been shown to play an important role in stem cell development and differentiation22–24. 

Epigenetic modulators can be categorized into three main functions: writers, erasers, 

and readers (Figure 4)25. Writers are able to mark sequence (DNA) or location (histone) 

through chemical modifications, including methylation on histone or DNA, or acetylation 

on histone. In contrast, erasers, named because they have the opposite effect of writers, 

are able to neutralize the effect of markers by reversing the post-translational/synthetic 

modification made by writers. Readers are the components that read the state of the 

marker and thus carry out the indication of the label.  
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Figure 4. Tools in epigenetics, categorized by function25. Figure is reprinted with permission (6.7) from (Biswas 

et al., 2018). 

1.3  RNA in Molecular Biology 

RNA and DNA are very similar in their structure and purine/pyrimidine bases, which 

is reflected in their ability to carry the information from DNA for translation into protein. 

However, the additional hydroxyl group at C2 also makes RNA more hydrophilic, resulting 

in a more flexible linear structure26. Unlike DNA, which is known for its double-stranded 

helical structure, RNA is typically single-stranded and folded by intramolecular base 

pairing27. This ability to maintain a three-dimensional structure is critical for RNA to possess 

the catalytic activity in several biochemical reactions, e.g. for the ribosome to catalyze the 

translation process (Figure 5)28. 
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Figure 5. rRNA, tRNA and mRNA in the process of translation. Created with BioRender.com 

 

 
Figure 6. Typical functions of miRNA and siRNA in RNAi29. Figure is reprinted with permission (6.7) from (Lam et 

al., 2015). 
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In the central dogma of molecular biology, three major types of RNAs are commonly 

mentioned: messenger RNA (mRNA), which carries the genetic information for translation; 

ribosomal RNA (rRNA), which can be assembled into the ribosome and is the essential 

component in the translation process; and transfer RNA (tRNA), which carries the 

corresponding amino acid according to its codon and provides it during protein synthesis 

(Figure 5). 

1.3.1 Synthesis and Functions of non-coding RNAs 

Those RNAs that do not contain the information for translation into protein are 

categorized as non-coding RNA (ncRNA). With the exception of mRNA, all other RNAs 

belong to this category. In fact, their synthesis is different in eukaryotes. The rRNA 45S, 

which matures into 28S, 18S and 5.8S, is typically synthesized by RNA polymerase I, 

whereas rRNA 5S, tRNA and other small RNA (sRNA, < 200 nt) are synthesized by RNA 

polymerase III30,31. miRNAs typically originate from RNA polymerase II synthesis, either by 

direct synthesis or as a product of the spliced region during mRNA maturation32. 40% of 

miRNA can be located within introns or exons of other genes and experience the same 

modulation of the host gene33. 

In addition to the well-known function of rRNA and tRNA in translation, the other 

ncRNAs are beginning to attract attention for their role in post-transcriptional modification. 

For example, microRNA (miRNA) is an endogenous single-stranded RNA consisting of 

approximately 19 to 25 nucleotides in sequence34. In contrast, short interfering RNA (siRNA) 

is typically exogenous, but has greater target specificity compared to miRNA in RNAi35. To 

carry out RNAi, both miRNA and siRNA can recognize and recruit the complementary RNA, 

typically mRNA, to the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) and lead to translational 

repression either by directly degrading the mRNA or by preventing the binding of 

translation initiation factors (Figure 6)36.  
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1.3.2 Long non-coding RNA  

Initially, an arbitrary definition of lncRNA was that an ncRNA contains more than 200 

nt in sequence2. Despite the reported existence of lncRNAs such as H19 and X-inactive-

specific transcript (Xist), they were considered curiosities rather than a general component 

of RNA biology2,37. With the advent of next-generation sequencing, transcriptomics is 

blossoming, and during data analysis, scientists realized that the importance and 

expression levels of lncRNAs that are spliced and polyadenylated have been 

underestimated. In fact, the data show that mammalian cells transcribe much more lncRNA 

than the total amount of protein-coding genes, and the difference is about an order of 

magnitude or more37,38. In 2023, a new definition is proposed that a non-coding RNA has 

more than 500 nt and is generally synthesized by RNA Pol II to replace the conventional 

definition of long non-coding RNA (lncRNA)2. This new definition considered that many 

lncRNAs are spliced and polyadenylated, giving them mRNA-like properties. Although 

several types of ncRNAs are larger than 200 nt, they have other unique functions and do 

not behave like the current understanding of lncRNA. Therefore, the discussion of lncRNA 

in this dissertation focuses on those lncRNAs that also fit the updated definition. 

Compared to mRNA, lncRNA has a more cell-type specific expression pattern and 

controls the fate of several tissue stem cells (Figure 7)39. In addition, one of the specific 

types of lncRNA, long intergenic non-coding RNA (lincRNA), shows a tendency to be co-

expressed in close proximity to protein-coding genes40. As lncRNAs have been identified as 

essential components in epigenetic regulation and pluripotency of stem cells, the 

mechanism of action behind the modulation has been extensively studied41. The typical 

function of lncRNA can be divided into six major classes (Figure 8): 1. To guide a chromatin 

modifier to the target site to facilitate modification at the site; 2. A scaffold molecule to 

promote complex formation at the target site; 3. A decoy to distract the protein from its 
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binding site; 4. A sponge to lure the miRNA away from its target; 5. A precursor for miRNAs; 

6. A scaffold to assist in chromatin looping and modulate long-range gene regulation.  

 

Figure 7. Several somatic stem cells are regulated by lncRNA39. Figure is reprinted with permission (6.7) from 

(Flynn and Chang, 2014). 

 

Figure 8. The typical functions of lncRNA42. Figure is reprinted with permission (6.7) from (Sweta et al., 2019). 

 

One of the most studied lncRNAs is X-inactive-specific transcript (Xist)43,44. It is very 

important in the process of X chromosome inactivation (XCI), which is an essential process 

for females to compensate the dosage from the second X chromosome44. When Xist was 

defected from the X chromosome, the growth of female embryos was retarded45,46. Several 
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elements in the sequence of Xist have been identified and characterized that allow it to 

perform multiple actions and control XCI (Figure 9)47.  

 
Figure 9. Xist RNA and the functions of its components. The arrows indicate the current view of the molecular 

basis of X chromosome inactivation47. Figure is reprinted with permission (6.7) from (Wutz, 2007). 

1.4  lncRNA-Protein Interactions 

As more and more evidence demonstrates the critical role of lncRNA in epigenetics, 

especially its role in regulating stem cell development, studying how lncRNA modulates 

epigenetics becomes very important48. In most cases, the functions of lncRNA require the 

assistance of proteins. Therefore, studies of lncRNA-protein interactions are very important 

and still a very challenging field. Several experiments demonstrate their ability to study 

RNA-protein interactions. To characterize the specific RNA-protein interactions, ultraviolet 

CLIP (UV-CLIP) and formaldehyde CLIP (fCLIP) are the most commonly used methods that 

allow the identification and characterization of the co-precipitated binding partners49,50. 

Each method has its own strengths and limitations. The UV-activated radical has a very 

short lifetime, so the cross-linking reaction can only occur in very close proximity. In 

addition, UV cannot induce protein-protein cross-linking, allowing a more selective cross-

linking reaction for analysis. However, these features also result in low cross-linking 

efficiency and the preference of uridine for cross-linking. On the other hand, fCLIP allows 

more dynamics between the cross-linking substrates and does not rely on the intrinsic 
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efficiency of UV-activated radical formation. It has a strong preference for lysine residues 

and also allows protein-protein cross-linking, making it difficult to distinguish whether the 

RNA is interacting directly with the protein or with the protein complex51. Numerous 

protocols for CLIP methods have been reported for specific research interests (Figure 10)51. 

RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) can be used to analyze the RNAs that interact with the 

protein of interest.  

 

Figure 10. Maps of current strategy in RNA-centric methods for studying protein-RNA interactions51. Figure is 

reprinted with permission (6.7) from (Ramanathan et al., 2019). 
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1.4.1 Limitations in the Study of lncRNA-Protein 

Interactions 

Although several protein-centered methods have been presented, most of them are 

designed to identify the binding partners rather than to characterize the interactions. Even 

existing analysis methods have their limitations and are not directly applicable to lncRNA-

protein interactions. The main difficulties lie in the preparation of high-quality lncRNA 

material with the correctly folded structure in its native conformation. When the lncRNA is 

transcribed in vitro, it may not fold into the native conformation, leading to difficulties in 

reproducing biophysical experiments52. In addition, the lncRNA may lose its structure when 

the sequence is truncated, limiting the ability to identify the binding elements of the 

sequence simply by screening fragments of the lncRNA.  

An RNA-protein interaction (RPI) is generally not considered a druggable target due 

to its large interaction surface48,53. To rationally design an inhibitor for an enzyme, which 

usually has a well-defined pocket for orienting the substrate into an orientation suitable for 

chemical reactions to occur, one can always start by mimicking its natural substrate. 

However, an RPI usually involves numerous residues both on the protein and RNA side, 

and mimicking the entire interaction surface with a small molecule is not feasible.  

1.5  HOTTIP-WDR5 Interactions 

HOXA transcript at the distal tip (HOTTIP) is a lincRNA discovered by Wang et al. in 

201154. As its name suggests, HOTTIP is located at the 5' end of the HOXA locus and was 

initially recognized for its role in the upregulation of the late HOXA gene cluster and the 

relationship between cell development. Similar to typical lincRNAs, HOTTIP possesses 

multiple modulatory functions in epigenetics. More importantly, most of these modulations 

are highly correlated with the modulation of cell pluripotency and development, the 
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common features that are also required for cancer cells. For example, HOTTIP is required 

for gastric cancer to recruit the WDR5-MLL complex to the 5' end of the HOXA gene cluster54, 

leading to the upregulation of HOXA13 and thus promoting the tumorigenic properties of 

the cells55. A similar dependence of HOXA13 on HOTTIP has also been reported in 

esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC). In addition to activation via recruitment of 

the WDR5-MLL complex, they demonstrate a parallel pathway for HOTTIP to enhance 

HOXA13 expression by competing with miR-30b for degradation of HOXA13 mRNA56. 

Furthermore, many clinical reports demonstrate the strong correlation between 

dysregulation of HOTTIP expression and tumor progression, suggesting the oncogenicity 

of HOTTIP. 

 
Figure 11. Functions of WDR5 in cells57. (A) WDR5 binds selectively to symmetric dimethylated Arg2 on histone 

H3 tails, whereas asymmetric dimethylation of Arg2 on histone H3 tails prevents recognition. (B) WDR5 is the 

scaffold protein in the NSL complex that performs histone acetylation. (C) WDR5 is the scaffold protein in an 

embryonic stem cell-specific form of the NuRD complex that performs the histone deacetylation. (D) WDR5 

assists the MYC-MAX complex in chromatin recognition and transcriptional activation. (E) WDR5 is the scaffold 

protein of the WRAD complex to facilitate the SET1/MLL complex for histone H3K4 methylation. Figure is 

adapted from (Guarnaccia and Tansey, 2018) with permission (6.7). 
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WD repeat-containing protein 5 (WDR5) belongs to the WD repeat protein family and 

contains seven WD repeats to form an iconic β-propeller shape. WDR5 is involved in several 

epigenetic modulation complexes such as the WDR5-RBBP5-ASHL2-DPY30 (WRAD) 

complex, the non-specific lethal (NSL) complex, the nucleosome remodeling and 

deacetylase (NuRD) complex, and the MYC-MAX complex (Figure 11. B - D)57–61. In addition 

to its role as a scaffold protein, WDR5 is able to discriminate between asymmetric and 

symmetric dimethylation of Arg2 on the H3 tail (H3R2me2a/H3R2me2) and is therefore 

also considered to be an epigenetic reader (Figure 11. A) Interestingly, the selective 

recognition of H3R2me2 (a marker for euchromatin) while being unable to bind H3R2me2a 

(a marker for heterochromatin) reflects the nature of WDR5 as an epigenetic reader 

responsible for gene activation57,62,63. WDR5 contains two major binding sites, the WDR5-

Interacting (WIN) site and the WDR5-Binding Motif (WBM) site, each of which has a specific 

binding partner while being located on the opposite side of the surface, allowing it to 

accommodate two proteins simultaneously in the large protein complex (Figure 12). 

 

Figure 12. Cocrystal structure of WDR5 (PDB: 8Q1N) and corresponding binding partners of WIN and WBM 

sites58,64,65. A65, S91, D107, F133, Y191, Y260, F263 are colored in blue to indicate the location of the WIN 

binding pocket; N225, Y228, L240, F266, V268, Q289 are colored in red to indicate the location of the WBM 

binding pocket57. 

Since the first report of HOTTIP, the importance of WDR5 for HOTTIP to carry out its 

epigenetic modulation has been evaluated54. For HOTTIP to maintain the late HOXA gene 
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cluster in an active state, it requires the involvement of WDR5-MLL1 to maintain the 

methylation level of H3K4me3 at the transcription start site (TSS) around these HOXA 

genes. The direct interaction between HOTTIP and WDR5 was demonstrated by several pull 

down experiments. Furthermore, knockdown of WDR5 leads to a general silencing of late 

HOXA clusters, including HOTTIP itself. In conclusion, WDR5 is essential for HOTTIP to 

maintain active chromatin around the late HOXA gene clusters. 

1.5.1 The HOTTIP-WDR5 Interactions as a 

Therapeutic Target 

Clinical studies have identified several cancers that overexpress HOTTIP, and 

knockdown  of HOTTIP could reduce the tumorigenicity of cancer cells, including 

retinoblastoma66, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC)56, acute myeloid leukemia 

(AML)67, breast cancer cells (e.g., MDA-MB-231)68 and osteosarcoma (e.g., U-2 OS)69,70. 

These data suggest that reducing the aberrant expression of HOTTIP could reduce cancer 

aggressiveness, suggesting a potential novel therapeutic strategy for cancer (Figure 13).  

 

Figure 13. Positive feedback loop of HOTTIP to maintain its own expression level. Created with BioRender.com. 

To reduce HOTTIP expression levels, siRNA is the most straightforward method. 
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However, bioavailability and selectivity between normal and cancer cells prevent its 

practical application71. An alternative strategy is to target the epigenetic modulation system. 

In our hypothesis, direct inhibition of HOTTIP-WDR5 interaction should prevent recruitment 

of WDR5 to the target chromatin, thereby preventing the H3K4me3 formation and leading 

to downregulation of HOTTIP (Figure 14).  

 
Figure 14. Hypothetical effect of inhibiting HOTTIP-WDR5 to prevent recruitment of WDR5, resulting in reduced 

levels of H3K4me3 and thus reduced levels of HOTTIP expression. Created with BioRender.com. 

1.5.2 Targeting Strategy  

To prevent the interaction between HOTTIP and WDR5, one can design an inhibitor 

that targets either HOTTIP or WDR5 to disturb the formation of the complex. The major 

difficulty in designing a HOTTIP inhibitor lies in the very limited information available for 

rational design as it is still unclear which part of HOTTIP is responsible for recognizing 

WDR552. In addition, the issue of reproducibility of in vitro transcribed HOTTIP in biophysical 

assays also discouraged us from screening for HOTTIP ligands52. As a result, WDR5 was 

selected as our main target to initiate the project. 

WDR5 typically acts as a scaffold protein to support complex formation, and the 

interaction between protein-WDR5 complexes has been well studied. Thanks to the high 

tendency of WDR5 to crystallize, numerous co-crystal X-ray analysis data are available, 
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revealing the critical interactions for binding to occur. In addition to being well studied, the 

binding site on WDR5 responsible for recognition of HOTTIP has been identified and 

characterized. By screening HOTTIP and the selective mutation series of WDR5, the WBM 

site was identified as the binding pocket for HOTTIP (Figure 12)65. Therefore, targeting the 

WBM site became our focus. 

1.5.2.1  Peptide Base Inhibitor for the WBM Site 

The WBM site is a wide but shallow cleft between two beta propeller blades of the 

WD40 repeat. Numerous protein binding partners capable of recognizing the WBM site, 

have been identified and the minimal sequence for recognition of the WBM has been 

analyzed (Figure 15). To target the WBM site, derivatization of these linear peptide 

sequences is the most straightforward approach. 

 

Figure 15. The reported WBM binding sequences and the corresponding KD
57,59,60,72. The sequences are aligned 

and identical residues are shown in red, while residues with similar characters are shown in blue57. The 

dissociation constants (KD) were determined by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) or fluorescence 

polarization (FP). 

Solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) is well established due to its rapid and robust 

result in obtaining high quality peptide without extensive purification processes. SPPS was 

first reported by R. B. Merrifield in 1963 using the carbobenzoxy (Cbz) strategy73 which 

was later modified to the more widely used fluorenylmethoxycarbonyl (Fmoc) strategy to 

facilitate deprotection and avoid the use of hydrogen fluoride (HF). The simplified reaction 

protocol makes it suitable for use on an automated synthesizer, further reducing the 

workload required for routine synthesis (Figure 16). It is also possible to selectively 
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deprotect the side chain with an orthogonal protection strategy, allowing the scientist to 

perform more complex structure-activity relationship (SAR) studies. For example, 

macrocyclization is a common strategy to mimic the 3D conformation of peptides derived 

from protein-protein interactions. Unlike linear peptides, which are flexible in aqueous 

solution and would leave the binding pocket for a higher entropy state, macrocyclic 

peptides are more conformationally constrained and therefore benefit from reduced 

entropy loss upon binding74. In addition, the unnatural cyclization makes them less 

accessible to the proteases, thus prolonging the half-life of the peptides74,75. 

 

Figure 16. The reaction cycle of solid phase peptide synthesis (SPPS). Created with BioRender.com. 

Peptide drugs have been used by society for more than 100 years. The first 

commercialized peptide drug prescribed to patients is insulin, discovered in 1921 for the 

treatment of diabetes, and today more than 80 peptide drugs have been approved 

worldwide76. Since 2000, thirty-seven non-insulin-based peptide drugs have been approved, 

and they are no longer limited to human hormone mimetics or composed only of natural 

amino acids76,77. The success of semaglutide, branded as Wegovy® and prescribed for 

diabetes and weight loss, has made its owner, Novo Nordisk, the most valuable company 

in Europe78.  
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1.5.2.2  Small Molecule Inhibitors  

Compared to peptide inhibitors, small molecule inhibitors are generally considered to 

be more stable in the cytoplasm. In addition, several prodrug strategies could be applied 

when the molecule has issues with cell permeability or serum stability. However, small 

molecule targeting of protein-protein interactions (PPIs) or RPIs has traditionally been 

considered a very difficult task due to size limitations and conformational rigidity. The 

typical contact surface area for a PPI (1500 - 3000 Å2) is significantly larger than the 

solvent-accessible surface area for small molecules (approximately 500 Å2 for 500 Da)79–

81. To overcome the surface area limitation, a "hot-spot" strategy is developed. Specifically, 

it involves finding the hot-spot area, typically around 600 Å2, that contributes the highest 

free energy to the PPI and designing a molecule that covers these most important 

interactions82.  

1.6  Aim of this Work  

The aim of this research is to investigate the possibility of targeting an RNA-protein 

interaction to reduce the expression level of oncogenic lncRNA in cells. The HOTTIP-WDR5 

interaction is chosen as a target because 1. HOTTIP upregulates several oncogenic 

genes69,83. 2. HOTTIP requires the recruitment of WDR5 to modulate genes54. 3. 

Knockdown of WDR5 reduces HOTTIP expression, suggesting that HOTTIP expression 

requires the involvement of WDR554. 4. When WDR5 is mutated to be unable to recognize 

HOTTIP, the stability of WDR5 in the nucleus decreases65. 

There are several questions that need to be answered before we get to the final 

question. First, we have to develop our own inhibitors because they did not exist when the 

project started. Is it possible to adapt a protein-protein interaction to inhibit RNA-protein 

interactions? It is very likely, because several data suggest that HOTTIP shares the binding 
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pocket of the WBM site on WDR5, which is also recognized by various proteins, but no one 

has tested it yet. Once the peptide inhibitors are optimized, they can be used directly as 

lead compounds, or in high-throughput screening to find more potential candidates.  

Once a candidate is found, the next question would be how to demonstrate that the 

inhibitor can disrupt HOTTIP-WDR5 interactions. Several experiments are considered, and 

two experiments stand out: electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA), which is a well-

known experiment for studying RNA-protein interactions with a strong advantage of 

providing direct and comprehensible results; and in vitro RNA immunoprecipitation 

experiment, which has the advantage of compatibility with total RNA extracts and can 

differentiate between individual enriched RNAs by RT-qPCR. It is also interesting to test 

whether there is allosteric control between the two binding sites on WDR5 on RNA-protein 

interactions and whether different inhibitors lead to different allosteric effects. 

In order for cell-based experiments to work, several practical issues need to be 

addressed prior to performing the experiment on cells. The most straightforward readout 

would be the HOTTIP expression level, and obviously a cell line with HOTTIP expression is 

required. For cellular experiments, the cell membrane is one of the major obstacles for 

peptide-based inhibitors and a strategy to improve cellular uptake is required. If small 

molecule inhibitors are found, their cellular uptake should be verified. 

Once all the above gaps are filled, we can return to the very first question: Does 

inhibition of lncRNA-WDR5 lead to decreased expression of the lncRNA itself? Does the 

lncRNA modulation require direct lncRNA-WDR5 interaction? 
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Chapter 2. Targeting the lncRNA-
WDR5 Interactions with Peptide-
Based Inhibitors 
In this chapter, a peptide-based macrocycle, designed based on the native protein-

protein co-crystal structure, was shown to inhibit lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation in vitro. 

To evaluate the binding constants between the peptide and WDR5, fluorescence 

polarization (FP) was used as the primary assay, followed by isothermal titration 

calorimetry (ITC) as the secondary assay. X-ray analysis of the co-crystal structure was 

performed, and the binding conformation is perfectly aligned with the native linear peptide. 

in vitro RNA immunoprecipitation (iv-RIP) is used to demonstrate the ability to inhibit 

HOTTIP-WDR5 complex formation. Some data from this part are published in "Macrocyclic 

peptides as inhibitors of WDR5-lncRNA interactions" in Chemical Communications64. 

Our initial hypothesis that inhibition of HOTTIP-WDR5 interaction in cells could lead to 

HOTTIP downregulation was evaluated with the macrocycles. Several strategies, including 

conjugation with a cell-penetrating peptide (CPP), transfection reagents, induced 

macropinocytosis, and electroporation (EP), were applied and did indeed improve the level 

of cellular uptake. However, none of these strategies resulted in a significant difference 

between the samples and the negative control.  

This part was done in collaboration, and I would like to acknowledge that protein 

samples were expressed by the Dortmund Protein Facility (DPF), Stefan Schmeing or Cora 

Neugebauer; ITC was performed by Gulshan Amrahova; X-ray analysis and protein co-

crystallization were performed by Dr. Raphael Gasper-Schönenbrücher and Stefan 

Schmeing; iv-RIP was performed by Cora Neugebauer when she did her master thesis 

under my supervision. 
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2.1  Introduction and Strategy  

The HOTTIP-WDR5 interaction is important for various types of cancer cells. Targeting 

this interaction could potentially lead to an ideal therapeutic effect56,66–70. To achieve this, a 

binder can be designed to recognize either HOTTIP or WDR5 and effectively target the 

lncRNA-protein interaction. The specific sequence of HOTTIP responsible for recognizing 

WDR5 remains unclear. However, the WDR5-Binding Motif (WBM) site on WDR5 has been 

shown to play a crucial role in recognizing HOTTIP65. Therefore, we chose to target WDR5 

as the initial candidate for inhibiting complex formation. 

2.1.1 Design and Synthesis of the Binding Sequence 

The WBM site is a shallow cleft involved in numerous protein-WDR5 interactions 

Various studies have shown that the consensus sequence for protein-WDR5 recognition 

falls within the single-digit micromolar (µM) range with binding affinity, as depicted in 

Figure 15. To investigate the structure-activity relationship (SAR) efficiently, automated 

solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) and Fmoc strategy were employed to modify the 

peptide sequence. An acetyl capping step is integrated after each coupling cycle to avoid 

single point truncation (Figure 17). The fluorophore is conjugated post-synthetically of the 

sequence.  

 
Figure 17. The reaction cycle of the Fmoc strategy for SPPS. Created with BioRender.com. 
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2.1.2 Primary Screening Method 

The FP assay was selected as the primary assay due to its ease of use and potential 

for integration into a high-throughput screening (HTS) system. Figure 18 provides a brief 

explanation of how the FP assay operates. When polarized excitation light shines on the 

fluorophore, the emission light is depolarized due to the fluorophore’s rotation. The 

rotational relaxation time, which is reliant on the molecular weight of the complex, 

determines the rotation speed. When a fluorophore forms a complex with a protein, its 

apparent molecular weight increases, resulting in a slower rotation and higher ratio of 

polarized light emission.  

 
Figure 18. Illustration of the mechanism behind fluorescence polarization (FP)84. The figure is reprinted from 

(Hendrickson et al. 2020) with permission (6.7). 
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Compared to other conventional assays for measuring binding affinity, FP has several 

advantages for the current project due to the following reasons: 1. FP does not require 

modifying the protein for specific functional groups. 2. A fluorophore is required, which is 

compatible with peptide synthesis. 3. It is compatible with a small volume 384 well plate 

format. 4. It does not require costly substrates. 

To conduct the FP assay, a fluorophore must be applied to the peptide for the 

measurement purposes. It is necessary to avoid using an acid labile fluorophore as it will 

not survive in the final stage of SPPS, which involves employing TFA for global cleavage. 

To label the peptide, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) is used owing to its ease of chemistry 

and high aqueous stability. Moreover, compared to carboxyfluorescein that requires 

activation of the carboxylate, the isothiocyanate on FITC is readily coupled with amine. The 

excitation and emission wavelengths of FITC are frequently used in the green fluorescence 

protein (GFP) channel, enabling broad compatibility with most detectors. 

When performing FP experiments with a labelled peptide, it is necessary to conduct a 

self-competitive experiment to demonstrate that the binding between the sequence and 

the target is not influenced by the attached label. To verify that the tracer can be competed 

away from the binding pocket, a non-labeled sequence will be synthesized and used in a 

competitive FP experiment. 

2.1.3 Secondary Screening Methods 

The primary purpose of conducting the secondary assay is to eliminate the potential 

influence of the sequence on the detection method and prevent false positives. To achieve 

this, a non-fluorescence-based method is mandatory to avoid a similar bias from FP (Figure 

19). In this case, ITC is selected as the secondary assay due to its broad compatibility85. 

In addition, the nature of heat release measurement in ITC allows us to obtain data of KD 
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and ∆H, which can be used to elucidate ∆G and ∆S at the given experimental temperature, 

which is beneficial for characterizing peptide binding properties. However, ITC has some 

significant drawbacks, for example, the large amount of sample required by ITC is and it 

is low throughput, which persuades us to use it only as secondary assay. 

In addition to the previous biophysical experiment, direct evidence that a given 

peptide recognizes the WBM site would be desired. X-ray co-crystallization analysis would 

be performed if the lead sequence co-crystallizes with WDR5 to provide such evidence. 

Several other experiments, such as hydrogen-deuterium (H/D) exchange followed by 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) or mass spectrometry (MS), could be used to verify the 

binding site of the ligand and would be performed if co-crystallization does not occur. 

 
Figure 19. Principle of isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)86. Figure is reprinted with permission (6.7) from 

(Prozeller et al., 2004). 

2.1.4 in vitro Validation 

We also deemed an orthogonal experiment necessary to demonstrate that an inhibitor 

is able to disrupt the HOTTIP-WDR5 complex before proceeding to the in cellulo 

experiments. A conventional method for analyzing the inhibitory effect on RNA-protein 

interactions is the electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA). EMSA is typically used to 

determine the RNA-substrate complex formation because the separation of the analytes is 
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determined by the mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) and the size of the complex. However, EMSA 

typically uses purified RNA to avoid the background signal from other RNAs. Given the 

potential reproducibility issues with in vitro transcribed HOTTIP, this approach was not 

pursued52. 

2.1.4.1  in vitro RNA immunoprecipitation (iv-RIP) 

 

Figure 20. Illustration of the in vitro RNA immunoprecipitation. Created with BioRender.com. 

Nevertheless, an in vitro validation method is necessary to evaluate the inhibition on 

targeting lncRNA-WDR5 complexes. Considering that the in vitro transcribed HOTTIP might 

have problems with misfolding, an assay compatible with total RNA extracted from 

mammalian cells should be used52. Through the literature review, in vitro RNA 

immunoprecipitation (iv-RIP) was selected to evaluate the inhibition of the lncRNA-WDR5 

complex because of its compatibility with RNA extracts from the cell lysate (Figure 20). 

The inhibitor was treated with RNA at the same time to monitor the inhibition of lncRNA-

WDR5 complex formation. When the inhibitor competes with the lncRNA for binding to 

WDR5, the amount of lncRNA enriched would reduce. A quantitative analysis of RNA 
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enrichment can be obtained by using reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain 

reaction (RT-qPCR) as the detection method, which allows us to selectively analyze the 

enrichment of various lncRNAs in one experiment, thus improving the efficiency of data 

collection.  

2.2  Optimization of the Linear Sequence 

RBBP5 was chosen as the starting point of the project because it had the strongest 

binding affinity to WBM site from the other publications (Figure 15)57,59,60,72. Avdic et al. 

used ITC to show that residues 371-380 on RBBP5 contribute most to WDR5 binding (Table 

1). However, X-ray analysis of the co-crystal structure (PDB ID: 3P4F) suggests that 373-

380 of the RBBP5 sequence should contribute most to the interaction with the WBM site 

(Figure 21). Based on these results, a library of RBBP5 peptides was synthesized and their 

binding affinity was monitored by FP assay. A reported WDR5 FP buffer formulation 

consisting of 0.1 M KnH(3-n)PO4, 25 mM KCl, and 0.01% Triton-X at pH 6.5 was used to 

perform the FP assay (6.3, FP Buffer A)87. 

 

Figure 21. Sequence of RBBP5 bound to WDR5 (PDB ID: 3P4F)64. Figure is adapted from (Chang et al., 2023) 

with permission (6.7).  

The full-length sequence (RBBP5 371-381) was synthesized with two versions of FITC 

conjugation, varying the position of labeling either at the N-terminus or C-terminus to test 

the influence of the position of fluorophore labeling. The results showed that the position 

of the label did not affect the binding affinity and both versions had a KD similar to the 
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reported affinity (Table 2, peptides P1 and P2). To identify the essential binding sequence, 

two truncated series were synthesized, truncated at either the C-terminus (Table 2, peptide 

P1, P3-P5) or the N-terminus (Table 2, peptide P2, P6-P9). For the truncation series, the 

fluorophore was fixed at the terminus opposite to the truncated residue so that the 

observed binding affinity could better reflect the effect of truncation. A correlation of loss 

of binding affinity with residue deletion was observed for both the C/N truncation series, 

indicating that all residues within 371-381 are involved in binding events. When truncation 

occurred at both ends, an accumulated loss of binding affinity towards WDR5 was observed 

(Table 2, peptide P10). 

Table 1. The essential binding element for RBBP5 to recognize WDR5. Figure is adapted from (Avdic et al., 

2011) with permission (6.7). 

 

Table 2. Series of truncated RBBP5 and the corresponding binding affinity for WDR5. KD was determined by FP 

in FP buffer A. Residues within the hydrophobic core are shown in red. 

  

To optimize the binding affinity, two other native WDR5 binding sequences (c-MYC and 

KANSL2) were synthesized (Table 3, peptides P11 and P12), and their sequences were 
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also considered as model templates for the following point-mutation series. Among the 

three native sequences, c-MYC had the strongest binding affinity (Table 3, peptide P11), 

while KANSL2 had the weakest binding affinity (Table 3, peptide P12). Since the 

hydrophobic core was considered to be the essential binding element, a library focused on 

screening the hydrophobic residues was generated by mimicking the c-MYC or KANSL2 

hydrophobic core (Table 3, peptides P13 - P19). Some of the analogs, i.e., V375I, V377I, 

and T378V, showed improved or similar binding affinity (Table 3, peptides P13, P16, and 

P19), while some analogs, i.e., V375F, V377L, and V377F, completely lost their binding 

affinity (Table 3, peptides P15, P17, and P18). The results showed that the binding pocket 

has a very limited size for specific shape recognition. This is illustrated by the fact that 

V377I P16 retains binding affinity, while a methylene shift of one atom V377L P17 

interferes with recognition. 

Table 3. Other WBM binding sequences and mutant series of RBBP5 and the corresponding binding affinity for 

WDR5. KD was determined by FP in FP buffer A. Residues within the hydrophobic core are colored blue and the 

mutated or different residues are colored red. 

 

2.3  Tailor-Made Macrocycles 

In the X-ray analysis of the co-crystal structure between RBBP5 and WDR5 (PDB ID: 

3P4F), a constrained conformation was observed for the RBBP5-derived peptide bound to 
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the WBM site (Figure 22). The conformation is stabilized by a hydrogen bonding network 

between the carboxyl group on Asp376 with the amide backbone of Thr377 and the 

hydroxyl group on the side chain of Ser379. To further stabilize the conformation of the 

hydrogen bond between Asp376-Ser379, we devised a strategy of replacing it with a 

covalent bond where the cyclized product should benefit from reduced entropy loss. As a 

result, several macrocyclic peptides inspired by X-ray analysis were designed and verified 

(Figure 22). 

  

Figure 22. The cyclization point that potentially facilitates peptide to adopt the binding conformation (PDB ID: 

3P4F)64. Figure modified from (Chang et al., 2023) with permission (6.7).  

2.3.1 RBBP5 Macrocyclic Derivatives 

The goal was to stabilize the conformation without altering the protein-protein 

interaction surface. With this in mind, the carbonyl group of Asp376 had to be retained as 

it is the major hydrogen bond acceptor in the constrained conformation. Finally, amide 

bond conjugation chemistry was chosen to replace the original hydrogen bond because of 

its ease of preparation and ability to retain the carbonyl in its original position. 

To perform amide bond cyclization while retaining the character of serine, Ser379 was 

substituted to an amino acid with the primary amine on an unbranched side chain, i.e., L-

2,3-diaminopropionic acid (Dap, X1), L-2,4-diaminobutyric acid (Dab, X2), and L-ornithine 

(Orn, X3). The allyl/alloc protecting groups were used to allow orthogonal deprotection and 

subsequent on-bead cyclization. The general reaction scheme is shown in Scheme 1. Briefly, 
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the peptides were synthesized up to position 376 and then the allyl/alloc was removed by 

using a Pd(0) catalyst. Side-to-side cyclization was performed by amide bond formation in 

the presence of an amide bond coupling reagent, followed by sequence extension and 

global cleavage to complete the peptide. 

 
Scheme 1. Synthetic strategy for on-bead cyclization. (a) 0.25 eq Pd(PPh3)4, 25 eq PhSiH3, DCM, rt, 30 min, 

twice. (b) 2 eq PyAOP, 2eq HOAt, base, DMF, rt, 72 h. 

A series of macrocyclic peptides with different ring sizes were generated by 

substitution of Ser379 with either Dap, Dab or Orn (Table 4, peptides P20 - P22). Peptide 

P21, the 15-membered ring macrocycle, showed an order of magnitude improvement in 

binding affinity compared to the linear sequence P10. The 16-membered ring analog 

peptide P22 also showed a strong improvement, approximately four times better than the 

linear sequence. However, the 14-membered ring analog peptide P20 showed a loss of 

binding affinity with a KD that is about two times weaker compared to the linear sequence. 

Overall, cyclization improved the binding affinity, with the 15-membered ring performing 

the best. 

Table 4. Cyclic RBBP5 series and corresponding binding affinities determined by FP in FP buffer A. Residues 

highlighted in bold and red contain the side chains involved in the side-to-side cyclization. The ring size 

indicates the number of atoms (N) within the cycle. X1: Dap; X2: Dab; X3: Orn. a: Purity did not reach 95%. 
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Further investigation of the effect of the carbonyl position was performed by fixing the 

size of the ring while exchanging the residues on the bridge (Table 4, peptides P23), and 

the results showed that the macrocycles loses binding affinity if the carbonyl group is not 

in the original position. 

2.3.2 c-MYC Macrocyclic Derivatives 

With the proof of concept from the study of the RBBP5 macrocyclic series, the same 

strategy was applied to the c-MYC sequence, the most potent linear peptide in our studies 

(Table 3, peptide P11).  

2.3.2.1  Synthesis and Purification of c-MYC Macrocycles 

The same strategy from 2.3.1 was used to synthesize c-MYC macrocycles, and the 

bridging points were Asp263 and Ser266. However, when using the same synthetic route, 

a significant decrease in isolated yield was observed. The problem was later identified as 

premature removal of the N-terminal Fmoc group during Alloc deprotection leading to 

acetylation of the terminus in the capping step (Scheme 2).  

  
Scheme 2. Self-deprotection of Fmoc during the reaction leading to premature termination of the reaction. (a) 

0.25 eq Pd(PPh3)4, 25 eq PhSiH3, DCM, rt, 30 min, twice. (b) 2 eq PyAOP, 2eq HOAt, base, DMF, rt, 72 h. (c) 10 

eq Ac2O, 10 eq DIPEA, DMF, rt, 30 min. 

This self-deprotection occurs because Fmoc is sensitive to the primary amine residue 

when it is deprotected. To prevent this situation, Fmoc was substituted with 2-

nitrobenzensulfonyl (o-Ns) to protect the N-terminus during the cyclization process. o-Ns 

is stable with the primary amine while it can be deprotected orthogonally with 2-

mercaptoethanol, making it an ideal protecting group for this purpose (Scheme 3)88.  
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Scheme 3. Synthetic route using o-Ns to protect the N-terminus during cyclization. (a) 25% piperidine in DMF, 

rt, 10 min, twice. (b) 4 eq o-NsCl, 5 eq 2,4,6-collidine, 5 eq DMAP, DMF, 15 min, twice. (c) 0.25 eq Pd(PPh3)4, 

25 eq PhSiH3, DCM, rt, 30 min, twice. (d) 2 eq PyAOP, 2eq HOAt, 4 eq 2,4,6-collidine, DMF, rt, 72 h. (e) 10 eq 

Ac2O, 10 eq DIPEA, DMF, rt, 30 min. (f) 10 eq 2-mercaptoenthanol, 5 eq DBU, DMF, 16 h. 

Due to the multiple negative charges on the sequence, this series of peptides was not 

easy to purify. The solubility was typically low in most acidic aqueous environments, making 

it impractical to use the conventional preparative high-performance liquid chromatography 

(HPLC) purification method with 0.1% TFA in H2O/ACN as eluent. Instead, a binary alkaline 

eluent consisting of 15 mM NH4HCO3(aq) and methanol (MeOH) was used for preparative 

HPLC purification.  

2.3.2.2  Binding Affinity of Derivatized c-MYC Macrocycles 

In the c-MYC derivatized macrocyclic series, a similar trend of SAR was obtained. First, 

macrocycles with 15-membered rings, peptides P24 and P26, showed improved binding 

affinity compared to linear peptide P11, while 16-membered ring, peptides P25 and P27, 

showed reduced or moderate difference compared to peptide P11. Second, deletion in the 

C-terminus reduced the binding affinity (Table 5, peptides P24/P25 vs. P26/P27, 

respectively).  

Further optimization was attempted on peptide P26, a series of 15/16-membered ring 

macrocyclic c-MYC undecapeptides were synthesized (Table 5, peptides P28 - P32). When 

the four N-terminal amino acids were arranged as for RBBP5 style (peptides P28/P29) the 

affinity compared to c-MYC derived peptide P26/P27 did not change significantly. 

Modifications within the hydrophobic core (V264I, V265T or both) also did not improve 
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binding (Table 5, peptides P30 - P32).  

Table 5. Cyclic series of c-MYC and the corresponding binding affinity determined by FP in FP buffer A. Residues 

highlighted in bold and red contain the side chains involved in side-to-side cyclization, and residues highlighted 

in blue indicate the modification of the sequence. The ring size indicates the number of atoms (N) within the 

cycle. X2: Dab; X3: Orn. a: Purity did not reach 95%. 

 

Finally, the importance of the carbonyl within the macrocycles was again tested (Table 

5, P33 - P35). When the amide cyclization points were shifted or transposed, no binding 

was observed in the FP assay. Overall, peptide P26 was the best candidate among the 

tested series. 

2.4  Target Validations  

The direct binding FP experiment provides a primary assay that tells us which peptide 

had the best performance. However, this assay cannot distinguish a non-specific binding 

event from a selective binding event. Furthermore, it does not indicate where the binding 

site is located. As a result, this section is to provide the data to support the claim that 

peptide P26 is specific for the WBM site. 

2.4.1 Self-Competition FP Experiment 

A competition experiment with an unlabeled variant of the tracer peptide P26 can be 
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performed to prove that the interaction between peptide P26 and WDR5 is specific, 

otherwise a competition assay would not give a competition curve. Therefore, an unlabeled 

version of peptide P26 (peptide P26Ac) was synthesized to carry out the assay. The 

synthetic route of peptide P26Ac was almost identical to that of peptide P26, differing 

only in the N-terminal modification. A competition assay was performed, and a competition 

curve was obtained with an apparent IC50 of 960 nM (Figure 23. A). Given the IC50, protein 

concentration and probe concentration, the KI could be calculated using the method 

developed by Nikolovska-Coleska et al. specifically for the competitive FP assay89. The KI 

for peptide P26Ac was 97 nM (Figure 23. B), which is identical to the KD of peptide P26 

(110 nM, Figure 23. B), indicating that peptide P26 selectively recognizes WDR5, and that 

the fluorophore does not affect the interaction. 

 

Figure 23. Competitive FP experiment of P26Ac versus P26 for binding to WDR5 determined by FP in FP buffer 

A. The concentrations of WDR5 and P26 were fixed at 500 nM and 5 nM, respectively. (A) The FP plot and fitted 

curve. (B) The corresponding binding affinities for P26 and P26Ac. The FP signal was normalized to theoretical 

maximum/minimum value. The X-axis was plotted on a logarithmic scale. Figure modified from (Chang et al., 

2023) with permission (6.7). 
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Considering that the future experiments would include small molecule inhibitors, the 

FP assay was performed in a DMSO-containing buffer instead of the previous DMSO-free 

buffer (Table 6). Although the binding affinity of peptide P26 and P26Ac decreased slightly 

compared to the DMSO-free buffer (Table 6 vs. Figure 23. B), the calculated KI of P26Ac 

was still very close to the KD of P26, indicating that the change in of buffer did not alter 

the binding mechanism. 

 
Figure 24. Chemical structure of WIN inhibitors87. 

A WIN selective peptide P36 reported by Karatas et al. was synthesized as a control 

to monitor binding to the WIN site87. In addition, a non-fluorophore labeled version 

P36NH2 was synthesized based on peptide P36 and a similar self-competitive FP 

experiment was performed (Figure 24). The WIN-binding peptide P36 showed a similar KD 

as reported (KD: 0.001  0.0003 µM)87, and the competition experiment of P36NH2 against 

P36 yielded a similar KI, indicating that it also recognizes WDR5. 

Table 6. List of binding affinities of the model peptides. FP and competitive FP experiments were performed in 

FP Buffer B. 

   

 

2.4.2 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)  

Isothermal titration calorimetry, a non-fluorescence-based assay, was chosen to 

eliminate the potential bias of a fluorescence-based detection method. Due to the 

requirement to perform ITC, a Tris-based, detergent-free pH 7.0 assay buffer (See section 
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6.3, ITC Buffer) was used to avoid precipitation during dialysis while meeting the ITC 

requirements to avoid the use of detergents in the assay.  

2.4.2.1  Sample Concentration Determination 

In order to perform the ITC accurately, special efforts were made to estimate the 

concentration of protein and peptides. Since the sequence was known and the sample was 

a purified protein, the absorbance at 280 nm was used to determine the protein 

concentration. For peptides, since the sequence does not contain any UV-active residues, 

the FITC-labeled version was used so that the extinction coefficient of FITC could be used 

to determine the concentration of the peptide. In addition, the extinction coefficient of FITC 

is sensitive to the environment, such as the pH of the aqueous solution. Therefore, the 

determination of peptides by FITC extinction coefficient was performed in 0.1 M NaHCO3(aq), 

pH 9.0 to ensure that the readout was made at the maximum extinction coefficient 

(wavelength (): 495 nm, extinction coefficient (): 75000 cm-1•M-1) of the fluorophore90.  

Both the linear version P11 and the cyclic version P26 were included in the ITC 

experiment and the results are shown in Figure 25. For both, the stoichiometry was close 

to one, indicating that the binding events occurred at a one-to-one ratio. Although both 

peptides had a generally weaker KD in ITC compared to FP, the cyclic peptide P26 still had 

five times stronger binding affinity than the linear version P11. Overall, the ITC result 

showed that binding is independent of fluorescence detection. 
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Figure 25. The ITC results of peptide P11 and peptide P26. (A) Graph of peptide P11. (B) Graph of peptide 

P26. (C) Thermodynamic properties of P11 and P26. The ITC was performed in ITC buffer described in 6.3. 

Figure modified from (Chang et al., 2023) with permission (6.7). 

2.4.3 X-ray Analysis of the Co-crystal Structure 

To study the binding mode of the optimized peptide P26 and to verify the binding site. 

P26Ac was co-crystallized with WDR5 and analyzed by X-ray crystallography (Figure 26. 

A). The crystal structure showed that P26Ac recognized the WBM site in an identical 

binding conformation as the linear c-MYC peptide, such as the macrocyclic structure, which 

successfully retained the native binding conformation and hydrogen bonding network 

(Figure 26. B). Small differences, such as the different position of the side chain of V265 

and minor movements of the peptide backbone, were observed in the region of the cyclic 

core structure. A significant difference was observed in the highly negatively charged N-

terminus, but the low electron density around this region suggests that this part is more 
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flexible than other regions. Overall, the crystal structure shows that P26Ac binds to the 

WBM site in an identical manner to native PPI. 

 

Figure 26. The cocrystal structure of (A) P26Ac in the WBM site (PDB ID: 8Q1N). (B) Stacking figure of P26Ac 

and linear c-MYC sequence (PDB ID: 8Q1N and 4Y7R)64. Figure modified from (Chang et al., 2023) with 

permission (6.7). 

2.5  in vitro RNA Immunoprecipitation (iv-RIP)  

To test whether a WBM site inhibitor could prevent lncRNA-WDR5 interactions, an in 

vitro RNA immunoprecipitation assay (iv-RIP) was used. In addition, several other controls 

such as WIN peptide and negative controls were included to show that only a WBM-

selective peptide inhibitor could disrupt complex formation. 

To briefly describe the experiment, FLAG-WDR5 was first loaded onto anti-FLAG 

magnetic beads, then RNA from cell lysates was loaded onto the WDR5-bead complex in 

the presence or absence of peptide inhibitors. After washing to remove unbound RNA, the 

RNA-protein-bead complex was analyzed and the amount of enriched RNA was quantified 

by RT-qPCR (Figure 27)91. 
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Figure 27. Flowchart of an iv-RIP experiment. Created with BioRender.com 

2.5.1 RT-qPCR 

Quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) is a widely used method for 

determining DNA concentrations. An RNA sample requires reverse transcribed to produce 

the complementary DNA (cDNA), which can then be analyzed by qPCR. When combined, 

this is called reverse transcription quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR).  

To perform the RT reaction, primers must be provided to initiate the reaction, and two 

types of primers are typically used. For RNAs that have poly-A tails, such as mRNA, a poly-

T primer could be used to selectively reverse transcribe and generate a more focused cDNA 

library. On the other hand, if the target RNA does not contain poly-A tails, a randomized 

primer could be used to generate a less biased cDNA library.  

For the qPCR reaction, the typical SYBR green based method was used, which has a 

lower cost per sample and can be used to analyze any target by simply substituting the 

primer pairs to the target DNA.  
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2.5.1.1  Validating of qPCR Efficiency 

A determination of qPCR efficiency and linear dynamic range (LDR) was performed to 

demonstrate that the results obtained could be used for quantification92. To provide a 

general explanation of how the assay was performed, RNA extracted from cell lysate was 

reverse transcribed into cDNA, and a serial dilution of cDNA was added to a fixed 

concentration of qPCR reagents and primers according to the manual provided with the kit. 

As the amplification efficiency in PCR is sequence dependent, the experiment was 

performed for all PCR amplicons and the efficiency was calculated individually92.  

Table 7. Result of qPCR efficiency using Promega GoTaq® Master Mix.  

 

U-2 OS was reported to have a high HOTTIP expression level and was therefore 

selected for the following tests and to evaluate the accuracy of the workflow for quantitative 

determination of RNA69,70. TRIzol® was used to extract RNA (see section 5.9), followed by 

reverse transcription (RT) using the High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (see 

section 5.10) to obtain the cDNA pool. The Promega GoTaq® Master Mix was initially tested 

for qPCR efficiency with several housekeeping genes (Table 7), but the efficiency for the 

selected targets never reached the tolerated range (90% - 110%)93. Further attempts to 

improve efficiency were made by checking the concentration of the primers. However, none 

of the conditions led to satisfactory improvements (Table 7). The homogeneity of the 

melting temperature within each replicate indicates that the detection was based on the 

same target amplification (data not shown). The coefficient of determination (R2) for each 
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linear regression was very close to one, indicating a properly generated titration curve. In 

the no template control (NTC), no signal was detected over 40 cycles of replication, 

indicating that the primer pair did not amplify itself. Overall, GoTaq® did not provide ideal 

qPCR efficiency with the primers we used.  

Although several methods could potentially improve the efficiency, such as redesigning 

the primers and amplicons or changing the reaction time/temperature during the qPCR 

reaction, it was decided to try different qPCR master mixes to overcome the situation. The 

PowerUp™ SYBR™ Green Master Mix provided acceptable qPCR efficiency except for a few 

selected genes (Table 8, B2M and HOXA-11). Due to the low copy number of HOTTIP in 

the cells, a detection limit was reached when using cDNA generated from 1 ng of RNA 

(Table 8. HOTTIP). The data was unreliable when working at the concentration close to the 

detection limit (Ct > 32), as indicated by a lower R2 observed only for HOTTIP.  

Table 8. Result of qPCR efficiency of selected target genes using PowerUp™ SYBR™ Green Master Mix. 

  

2.5.1.2  Validating of RT-qPCR Efficiency 

After checking the efficiency of qPCR, the overall efficiency of RT-qPCR was evaluated. 

Briefly, a dilution series of RNA was added to the RT kits as suggested by the supplier. After 

cDNA was generated, it was analyzed by qPCR to determine the linear relationship between 

RNA input and Ct output. 

The supplier suggested that the kit could tolerate 2.0 µg to 0.1 µg of RNA as input 
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and be suitable for RT-qPCR and a titration series using this range was generated. However, 

the response was not linear when more than 1000 ng of RNA was used in the RT reaction 

(Figure 28). No reverse transcriptase (NRT) control was included to monitor for genomic 

DNA contamination from the RNA extraction protocol, and no signal was detected for the 

selected target genes. The two negative controls, NRT and NTC, together demonstrate that 

the signal could only be generated when the selected target sequence was reverse 

transcribed and presented in the qPCR reaction.  

Since 2.0 µg was outside the linear dynamic range, this data point was excluded from 

the following replicate experiment. ACTB and HOTTIP were used to determine the 

maximum tolerated amount of RNA in the RT reaction. The linear dose-response for HOTTIP 

fit well between the range of 1000 ng to 0.125 ng. On the other hand, ACTB was 

occasionally inhibited when 1 µg of RNA was used in the RT reaction. When this data point 

was excluded from the linear regression curve, an R2 close to one was obtained. 

Considering the low copy number of HOTTIP in the used cell line, it would be better to 

perform the RT-qPCR analysis at a higher concentration to avoid measurements below the 

detection limit.  

  

Figure 28. Plot of Ct response of ACTB versus amount of RNA used in the RT reaction. The experiment was 

performed in three biological replicates. 
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Figure 29. Linear regression of Ct versus amount of RNA used in RT. (A) The plot and linear regression curve 

fitting for ACTB. (N = 3) (B) The plot and linear regression curve fitting for HOTTIP. (N = 3). (C) RT-qPCR 

parameters of ACTB and HOTTIP. The data point in red was excluded from the linear regression curve fitting. 

2.5.1.3  lncRNA Expression Level 

To decide which cell lines were suitable for the purpose of the iv-RIP experiment, we 

determined the RNA expression levels of three options (Table 9). These three cell lines, U-

2 OS, MDA-MB-231 and MIA PACA-2, were chosen because they were used to study the 

effect after knockdown of HOTTIP in previous studies68–70,94. The housekeeping genes were 

expressed at similar levels with little variation between cell lines (Table 9. GAPDH, ACTB 

and U6). U-2 OS had the highest expression level of HOTTIP and HOXC13-AS, but rather 

low expression level of FOXD3-AS1. MDA-MB-231 had the highest expression level of 

FOXD3-AS1 and a moderate level of HOTTIP, but HOXC13-AS was barely detectable. MIA 

PACA-2 showed a rather low expression level of both HOTTIP and FOXD3-AS1, and no 

HOXC13-AS could be detected. Other genes were included to monitor their expression 

levels and to evaluate the potential for using the cell line in treatment experiments. 

The goal was to demonstrate that targeting the WBM site could inhibit lncRNA-WDR5 

complex formation in vitro, so a cell line with a higher expression level of lncRNAs was 
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preferred. Since U-2 OS had the highest expression level of HOTTIP and HOXC13-AS, it 

was the most suitable for iv-RIP. On the other hand, the moderate expression level of 

HOTTIP in MDA-MB-231 could lead to a potential detection limit issue, especially since the 

enrichment levels in the RIP assay were always rather low. Nevertheless, the expression 

level of FOXD3-AS1 in MDA-MB-231 was high enough for the following study.  

Table 9. The normal Ct value of RNAs in the cell line. 500 ng of RNA was used in the RT reaction and cDNA 

generated from 10 ng of RNA was used in the qPCR.  

   

2.5.2 Result of the iv-RIP 

2.5.2.1  Proof of Concept 

As a proof of concept, a simple model assay was performed to determine how the 

workflow shown in Figure 27 would work. Since the peptides were freely soluble in the 

assay environment, the iv-RIP was performed in the RIP buffer without the addition of 

0.1% DMSO. Protein loading was determined by denaturing 5% of the beads followed by 

analysis by SDS-PAGE (Figure 30. A and D). Similar levels of FLAG-WDR5 were enriched 

in all samples, indicating that the difference in RNA enrichment was not biased by protein 

loading levels. Enrichment of HOTTIP and HOXC13-AS was examined using U-2 OS RNA 

extracts (Figure 30. B and C). When 10 µM WBM inhibitor macrocycle P26 was applied, 

the enrichment of HOTTIP or HOXC13-AS was reduced to less than 50%. In contrast, when 

10 µM of the negative control macrocycle P33 was used (KD > 37.5 µM), a slightly higher 

enrichment of HOTTIP or HOXC13-AS was observed. No RNA could be detected from the 
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FLAG-GFP control, suggesting that the enrichment of target RNAs requires the involvement 

of FLAG-WDR5. 

When MDA-MB-231 RNA extracts were used, the enrichment level of HOTTIP was 

below the detection limit (data not shown) and only FOXD3-AS1 enrichment could be 

detected (Figure 30. E). Similar to the U-2 OS experiment, only macrocycle P26 was able 

to reduce the enrichment level of FOXD3-AS1, while the negative control P33 did not affect 

the enrichment significantly. An RNA-free control (RNA–) was included to demonstrate that 

the lncRNA was enriched from the RNA extracts and a FLAG-GFP control to demonstrate 

that FLAG-WDR5 is required for RNA enrichment. 
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Figure 30. Results of iv-RIP and corresponding SDS-PAGE analysis. (A) Protein loading analysis of samples from 

the U-2 OS experiment. The results were consistent across all three biological replicates. (B) HOTTIP enrichment 

from U-2 OS lysate. (N = 3) (C) HOXC13-AS enrichment of U-2 OS lysate. (N = 3) (D) Protein loading analysis 

of samples from MDA-MB-231 experiment. The results were consistent across all three biological replicates. (E) 

FOXD3-AS1 enrichment from MDA-MB-231 lysate. (N = 3); Experiments were performed in RIP buffer as 

described in 6.3. Protein bands were visualized by staining with Coomassie Blue dye. RNA–: RNA-free control. 

GFP: FLAG-GFP control. IgH: Immunoglobulin heavy chain. IgL: immunoglobulin light chain. Analysis was done 

by RT-qPCR and normalized to blank. One-sample student t-test and the target value was set to one. ns: p > 

0.05, *: 0.05 > p > 0.01, **: 0.01 > p > 0.001. ND: not detected. 
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2.5.2.2 Selectivity and Concentration Dependence 

After the proof of concept in the previous section, several questions remained to be 

answered. For example, the use of a DMSO-free environment would limit this protocol to 

testing peptide inhibitors. In fact, several small molecule inhibitors targeting the WBM site 

have been reported over time and their inclusion in this project would be beneficial. 

Therefore, a DMSO-containing protocol was necessary so that these WDR5 inhibitors can 

be tested. The result for the small molecule inhibitors will be discussed in Chapter 3.  

A titration series (1, 5, 10 µM) of peptide P26 was generated to determine if the effect 

was dose dependent (Figure 31). Although the response was not as strong as in the DMSO-

free condition (Figure 30. B and C), a similar inhibitory effect was observed for both HOTTIP 

and HOXC13-AS. The inhibitory effect of peptide P26 on HOXC13-AS was indeed dose-

dependent but for HOTTIP this was not as obvious. The non-specific negative control P33 

showed no effect on lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation. The WIN site inhibitor P36NH2 

showed no effect on lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation, suggesting that the WIN site is not 

involved in lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation. Another negative control, FLAG-WDR5F266A, 

a mutant that has a defect in the WBM site and lower RNA affinity, was used instead of 

FLAG-WDR5WT, and very low levels of lncRNAs were detected, indicating that a normal WBM 

site is required for lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation. Taken together, the data suggested 

that WBM was essential for lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation while WIN site inhibition had 

no effect on RPI. 
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Figure 31. Results of HOTTIP and HOXC13-AS enrichment in iv-RIP experiment from U-2 OS lysate (N = 2)64. 

Figure modified from (Chang et al., 2023) with permission (6.7). ns: p > 0.05, *: 0.05 ≥ p > 0.01, **: 0.01 ≥ 

p > 0.001. Figure modified from (Chang et al., 2023) with permission (6.7). 

2.6  Discussion 

In this chapter, a new model for targeting RNA-protein interaction (RPI) via adaptation 

of an overlapping native protein-protein interaction (PPI) was demonstrated. The 

synthesized inhibitory peptides were verified by several biophysical assays to demonstrate 

their binding affinity and specificity, followed by competitive in vitro RNA 

immunoprecipitation (iv-RIP) to demonstrate the ability to disrupt lncRNA-WDR5 complex 

formation.  

To optimize the binding affinity of the peptide-based inhibitors, native sequences were 

first truncated to find the essential binding region and then mutated to identify the 

important residues. In parallel to the linear sequence optimization, a custom macrocyclic 

structure was tested. Indeed, side-to-side cyclization preserved the original hydrogen 

bonding network and significantly improved the binding affinity in comparison to the linear 

equivalent. The combination of the strongest candidate from the linear optimization and 

the best cyclization model yielded macrocycle P26 with a binding affinity (KD) of 110 nM. 
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Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was performed to characterize the 

thermodynamics of the binding. The linear peptide P11 was included in the ITC experiment 

together with macrocycle P26 in order to compare the results side by side. Efforts were 

made to determine the sample concentration with greater accuracy, and an almost 1:1 

binding event was observed (Figure 25). The initial idea was that macrocycle should have 

an advantage in the ∆S component of the Gibbs free energy equation, while the ∆H remains 

at the same level, but the results that the macrocycle had an improved ∆H and similar ∆S 

(Figure 25. C). Compared with linear peptide P11, macrocycle P26 had about four times 

better binding affinity, similar to the result observed with FP (Table 5).  

X-ray analysis of the co-crystal structure was performed to identify the position of the 

binding (Figure 26). In the structure, macrocycle P26 was located at the WBM site, 

indicating that the binding was indeed at the target site (Figure 26. A). In addition, 

overlaying the original structure with the complex of WDR5 and P26 showed an almost 

identical orientation at the hydrophobic core, confirming the success in maintaining the 

binding conformation after cyclization (Figure 26. B). This data highlighted the importance 

of the hydrogen bonding network within the hydrophobic core in the peptide-WDR5 binding 

conformation. When the ring size of the macrocycles was not ideal, the binding affinity 

decreased slightly (Table 5. Peptides P25 and P27). However, when the carbonyl (D376 

for RBBP5 and D263 for c-MYC) on the aspartate residue was relocated, the binding affinity 

decreased by at least two orders of magnitude (Table 5. Peptides P33 - P35). Considering 

that this carbonyl mutated peptide P33 had minimal difference compared to macrocycle 

P26, P33 was later used as a negative control in iv-RIP instead of the conventionally used 

scrambled sequence. 

 Finally, competitive iv-RIP was performed to demonstrate that macrocycle P26 could 

inhibit lncRNA-WDR5 interaction in vitro. A proof-of-concept experiment was performed 
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(Figure 30), which demonstrated that only P26 could inhibit lncRNA-WDR5 complex 

formation, while the negative control P33 had little effect on enrichment (Figure 30. B, C, 

E). Further experiments were performed to test the concentration dependence of the effect. 

It was observed that in the presence of 0.1% DMSO (Figure 31), the effect was not as 

strong as in the experiment without DMSO (Figure 30). However, a dose dependence was 

observed for HOXC13-AS (Figure 31). In addition, WIN peptide P36NH2 did not affect 

lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation, demonstrating that lncRNA does indeed recognize the 

WBM site on WDR5 (Figure 31). 
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Chapter 3. Targeting the lncRNA-
WDR5 Interactions in cellulo 
In Chapter 2, peptide P26 was shown to inhibit lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation in 

vitro. The goal of this section is to demonstrate the potential therapeutic effect shown in 

Figure 14, which is to reduce the expression level of HOTTIP or HOXC13-AS by cell 

treatment65. In addition, the effect of targeting either the WIN or the WBM site by 

treatment with site-selective inhibitors will be investigated. Some data from this part are 

being prepared for publication under the title "Small molecule WDR5 inhibitors down-

regulate lncRNA expression". 

 

Figure 32. Chemical structures of OICR-9429 (M1) and 7k (M2). 

Since peptides are generally not considered to be membrane permeable, several 

attempts were made with the macrocyclic inhibitor P26 to overcome the problem of cell 

permeability. Since small molecules are generally considered to be more cell permeable, 

two small molecules, OICR-9429 (M1) and 7k (M2), were included in the experiment as 

model inhibitors (Figure 32)95–97. OICR-9429 is a WIN site inhibitor and was used to 

demonstrate the therapeutic effect of targeting the WIN site in cellulo98. 7k is a WBM site 

inhibitor and has some cell permeability99.  
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samples were expressed by the Dortmund Protein Facility (DPF), Stefan Schmeing or Cora 

Neugebauer; fluorescence confocal microscopy was performed with the help of Dr. Stefano 

Maffini or Stefan Schmeing; flow cytometry analysis was performed by Damian Schiller; 

7k was prepared by Anne Mues gen. Koers when she did her bachelor thesis under my 

supervision; iv-RIP and MDA-MB-231 cell treatment was performed by Cora Neugebauer 

when she did her master thesis under my supervision. 

3.1  General Introduction  

Many parameters can influence the effect of a compound at the cellular level, and the 

presence of proteases in the cytoplasm is an important one for peptide-based inhibitors. 

Since proteases are abundant in cells, the effect of a treatment can be reduced due to the 

short half-life of the peptides caused by proteolytic degradation. To explore more stable 

modulators of lncRNA- WDR5 interactions, the small molecules OICR-9429 (M1) and 7k 

(M2) were used as compounds to demonstrate the effect of targeting the WIN or WBM site. 

While OICR-9429 is a commercially available compound, 7k is not available and had to 

be synthesized. 

An evaluation of the site-selectivity of the ligands for the WIN/WBM sites was 

performed using the competitive FP assay, which allowed characterization of the function 

of the WIN and WBM sites individually. Since the small molecules are considered to have 

lower specificity compared to peptide inhibitors, OICR-9429 and 7k were also included in 

the cross-competitive FP assay. An iv-RIP experiment was performed for OICR-9429 and 

7k to analyze their inhibitory effect on lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation in vitro. 

Cellular experiments were performed to verify the effect of treatment, and RT-qPCR 

was used to analyze the downregulation of the target lncRNAs. An RNA interference 

experiment targeting HOTTIP was performed to demonstrate that the assay could provide 
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the readout, followed by treatment at the cellular level. The cellular uptake of the peptides 

was analyzed by either FACS or fluorescence confocal microscopy. 

3.2  Preparing Small Molecule 7k 

Molecule 7k was synthesized according to the protocol reported by Macdonald et al. 

(Scheme 4)96. The -proton of the nitrile group on M3 was deprotonated with NaH and 

reacted with 1,3-dibromopropane to afford the spirocyclic structure M4. The bromo group 

on M4 was substituted with a phenyl ester via palladium catalyzed carbonylation to afford 

M5100. The methyl ether on M5 was deprotected with BBr3, followed by heterogeneous 

phase nitration with a TBAB as phase transfer catalyst to afford M7. Next, hydrogenation 

with H2 and Pd/C as catalyst afforded amine M8. To synthesize compound M10, starting 

material M9 was reacted with freshly distilled chlorosulfuric acid in a condensation reaction. 

Once the two fragments M8 and M10 were ready, a regioselective condensation 

reaction was carried out in the presence of pyridine to synthesize sulfonamide as the main 

product. Finally, a transamidation reaction was performed by replacing the phenyl ester 

with methylamine to obtain the desired product 7k (M2). 

During the preparation, several small details were observed and should be noted. First, 

for the palladium-catalyzed carbonylation reaction to proceed efficiently a properly 

functioning high-pressure reaction vessel was required. This reaction requires the 

accumulation of in situ generated CO to participate in the catalytic cycle, and a leaky or 

oversized reaction vessel would result in a lower partial pressure of CO, thus limiting the 

reaction to proceed100.  Second, although the phase transfer catalyst TBAB was used for 

the heterogeneous phase nitration reaction, very vigorous stirring was required to increase 

the contact surface area of the two phases. In conclusion, the entire synthetic route worked 

well as described when these details are taken into account. 
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Scheme 4. Synthetic scheme of 7k.96 (a) NaH, 1,3-dibromopropane, DMSO, rt, 24 h; (b) Phenyl formate, 

phenol, Pd(OAc)2, P(t-Bu)3HBF4, NEt3, ACN 90 ºC, sealed tube, 24 h; (c) BBr3, DCM, -78 ºC. (d) HNO3, TBAB, 

DCE/H2O, 60 ºC, 24 h; (e) H2, Pd/C, MeOH, rt; (f) HSO3Cl, 0 ºC - rt; (g) Pyridine, DCM, rt; (h) NH2Me, DIPEA, 

THF, 65 ºC. 

3.3  in vitro Validations 

The selectivity of the peptides was tested in Chapter 2.4 using a DMSO-free buffer 

environment. In this section, a buffer containing 0.1% DMSO was used because small 

molecules were to be tested as well for comparison. In addition, all compounds were tested 

for both WIN and WBM sites to evaluate the selectivity of the inhibitors towards their target 

pocket. Finally, competitive iv-RIP experiments were performed to validate the effect of 

small molecules on lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation. 

In addition to wild-type WDR5 (WDR5WT), F266A-WDR5 (WDR5F266A) is a mutant 
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reported to have significantly lowered binding affinity toward lncRNA but retain the ability 

to form protein-WDR5 complexes65. In this section, the binding affinity between P26/P36 

toward WDR5F266A is verified by FP experiments. Since F266 is located at the WBM site, the 

single point mutation of F266A is expected to affect WBM recognition. The quantified results 

would provide a better understanding of the binding events for future studies65. 

3.3.1 Evaluation of Target Specificity 

The FP buffer B used in Table 6 is used for this section. To evaluate the effect of the 

F266A mutation on peptide WDR5 recognition, the binding affinity of compounds P26 and 

P36 toward WDR5F266A was evaluated (Figure 33. A). Indeed, the binding affinity of P26 

toward WDR5F266A decreased by 32 times compared to WDR5WT. In addition, the binding 

affinity of P36 toward WDR5F266A decreased by 92-fold compared to WDR5WT, indicating 

that the WIN binding site is affected by the F266A mutation. 

  
Figure 33. Results of the FP assay from the cross-titration experiments. A: Table of KD from the direct binding 

assay. B: Table of KI from the competitive binding assay. KD/IC50 were curve-fitted using Graphpad Prism 9. KI 

were calculated from IC50 by the method of Nikolovska-Coleska et al.89 

To evaluate the specificity of the inhibitors, WIN site ligands were tested for binding 

to the WBM site and vice versa (Figure 33. B). When the WBM inhibitors P26Ac or 7k were 

titrated against the WBM tracer P26, the observed KI was close to the reported values96. 

The observed KI for WIN inhibitors P36NH2 and OICR-9429 against WIN tracer P36 were 

slightly lower than the reported values87,95, but the trend of affinity remains the same. 
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Additionally, no competition was observed when WBM inhibitors were titrated against the 

WIN tracer, and no competition was observed when WIN inhibitors were titrated against 

WBM tracer. Overall, all inhibitors were highly selective for their binding site and no cross-

inhibition was observed. 

3.3.2 Results of iv-RIP  

The small molecule inhibitors OICR-9429 and 7k were tested for their ability to inhibit 

lncRNA-protein complex formation by iv-RIP (Figure 34). The direct WBM inhibitor 7k 

resulted in a significantly reduced enrichment of HOTTIP and HOXC13-AS, indicating that 

these two lncRNAs recognize WDR5 at the WBM site. A small effect was observed when 

WIN inhibitor OICR-9429 was used, but the reduction in enrichment was not significant 

by Welch's t-test. Since similar protein loading levels of WDR5WT were observed for all 

samples, the amount of RNA enriched from iv-RIP did indeed reflect lncRNA-WDR5 complex 

formation in vitro (Figure 34. C). Using the negative control WDR5F266A instead of WDR5WT 

for iv-RIP resulted in a significant reduction in lncRNA enrichment, despite a higher level 

of WDR5F266A loading on the beads (Figure 34. C). The no RNA control indicated that the 

enrichment of target lncRNA required the input of RNA extracts, and the GFP control 

indicated that the enrichment of target lncRNA also required WDR5WT.  
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Figure 34. iv-RIP results using RNA isolates from U-2 OS cells and WDR5WT, WDRF266A, or GFP.  Compounds 

OICR-9429 and 7k were tested at 10 μM in combination with WDR5WT. No RNA control was tested with 

WDR5WT. Significance of difference between samples was analyzed by Welch's t-test. ND: not detected. ns: p > 

0.05, *: 0.05 ≥ p > 0.01, **: 0.01 ≥ p > 0.001. 

3.4  Target Validation for Macrocycles in cellulo 

After having obtained promising in vitro data, the next step was to demonstrate the 

potential therapeutic effect at the cellular level. Most importantly, we wanted to show that 

lncRNAs such as HOTTIP can be downregulated by targeting WDR5.  

3.4.1 Experimental Design and Model Testing 

To study HOTTIP downregulation, a cell line with a higher HOTTIP expression level is 

preferred to make sure the detection limit of qPCR is reached. Therefore, U-2 OS was 

selected because it had the highest HOTTIP expression level among the three cell lines 
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tested in Chapter 2.5.1.3 (Table 9). In addition, several publications demonstrated the 

effect of HOTTIP knockdown in U-2 OS, resulting in several different phenotypic 

changes69,70.  

To verify whether our RT-qPCR could detect down-regulation of HOTTIP, we knocked 

HOTTIP down with siRNA as a positive control (Figure 35). Indeed, transfection of siHOTTIP 

with Lipofectamine 2000 successfully reduced the expression level of HOTTIP in U-2 OS 

cell after incubation for one day. The difference was significant when compared to the non-

targeting siRNA control or blank. The negative control non-targeting siRNA showed a 

significant HOTTIP reduction compared to blank, a sample with no exposure to 

lipofectamine or siRNA, indicating that some optimization was required to prevent non-

specific effects on HOTTIP expression levels. Overall, the experiment demonstrated the 

system's ability to detect changes in HOTTIP expression levels. 

  
Figure 35. Knockdown of HOTTIP with siRNA reduces the expression level of HOTTIP after one day of 

incubation. Lincode Non-Targeting pool (Dharmacon) was used for as a non-targeting control. The significance 

of the difference between samples was analyzed by Welch's t-test. ns: p > 0.05, *: 0.05 ≥ p > 0.01, **: 0.01 

≥ p > 0.001. ***: 0.001 ≥ p > 0.0001. 
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3.4.2 Attempts on use Macrocycles in cellulo  

To overcome the low membrane permeability of the peptides, a few methods to cross 

the membrane were evaluated. These were 1. Direct conjugation with a sequence of trans-

activator of transcription (Tat) with several different conjugation strategies101. 2. 

Lipofectamine 2000 transfection reagent. 3. Mixing the peptides with the phase-separating 

peptide, HBpep-SP (P38), to form cell permeable microparticles102. 4. Direct treatment 

of cells that undergo macropinocytosis103. 5. Transfection by electroporation. 

3.4.2.1  Cell-Penetrating Peptides (CPP) 

Considering that peptide P26 is highly negatively charged, its ability to directly diffuse 

though the membrane into the cell was low104. To improve on this limitation of inhibitor 

P26, a cell-penetrating peptide (CPP) moiety could be added to the structure to improve 

permeability and thus overcome the membrane barrier105. 

The most prominent CPP, Tat, was selected as the CPP moiety101,105. However, the 

highly positive charge of Tat could be neutralized by the highly negatively charged peptide 

P26 which has previously been shown to reduce its cell-permeability enhancement effects 

106,107. Therefore, a neutrally charged membrane-permeable group, perfluoro-1-octanethiol, 

was also tested108.  

3.4.2.1.1 Preparation of P26-CPP Conjugated Product 

Despite the well-established SPPS protocols, difficulties arose when attempting direct 

extension of peptide sequences to combine P26 and Tat. Both possible combinations were 

tested (Tat at C- or N-terminus), but none of the syntheses yielded the desired product. 

Therefore, a conjugation strategy was adopted to overcome the difficulties 

encountered. The Maleimide-Thiol "click" chemistry was chosen to conjugate Tat with 

peptide P26 (Scheme 5. A)109.  
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Scheme 5. Synthetic scheme of P26 conjugated with membrane permeable group. A. The reaction between 

P26C and maleimido-Tat(P37M). B. The reaction between P26C and 3-mercaptopropionyl Tat (P37T). C. The 

reaction between P26C and perfluoro-1-octanethiol (M12). D. The structure of Tat (P37). (a). 0.1M 

NH4HCO3(aq.), MeOH, pH 9; (b). 2,2'-dithiodipyridine, MeOH; (c). 0.1M NH4HCO3(aq.), MeOH, pH 9. 

To perform the maleimide-thiol reaction, a thiol group was installed at the N-terminus 

of peptide P26 by incorporating a cysteine (P26C) into the sequence, while a maleimide 

group was installed at the N-terminus of Tat (P37) by coupling the 4-maleimidobutanoic 

acid (P37M) at the N-terminus. The maleimide-thiol "click" conjugation was performed by 

mixing the starting materials P26C and P37M in 0.1M ammonium bicarbonate buffer with 

some methanol to give the product P26C-P37M (Scheme 5. A). A reversible linker strategy 

was employed by disulfide bridge conjugation. Briefly, the thiol group at the N-terminus of 
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P37T was first reacted with 2,2'-dithiodipyridine to give an activated disulfide, followed by 

a thiol-disulfide exchange in an alkaline environment to give the product P26C-P37T 

(Scheme 5. B). The same disulfide strategy was applied to perfluoro-1-octanethiol (M12) 

to afford the product P26C-M12 (Scheme 5. C). 

3.4.2.1.2 Cellular Uptake Analysis by Flow Cytometry 

The improvement of the CPP conjugates was first evaluated by flow cytometry. Since 

many CCPs are membrane-lytic110, propidium iodide (PI) staining was included in the 

protocol to evaluate the proportion of apoptotic cells. A trypan blue quenching procedure 

was performed to reduce the signal resulting from the non-specific charge-charge 

interaction between Tat and the outer cell membrane111.  

 
Figure 36. Histograms of flow cytometry analysis for four-hour treatments on U-2 OS. A. Dilution series of P37. 

B. Model assay of P26C-P37M with P26, P37 and blank. C. Combined result of all conjugate series with 

controls. The x-axis is the intensity of the FITC channel on a logarithmic scale and the y-axis is the number of 

events. 

To determine the dynamic range of the flow cytometry analysis, a titration series of 

positive control P37 was generated. Briefly, a three-point dilution series (1/5/10 µM) of 

P37 was used to treat U-2 OS cells for four hours at 37 ºC to examine the signal intensity 

during the flow cytometry analysis. The results demonstrate that the system could verify 

the fluorescence intensity at the current treatment concentration range (Figure 36. A). In 

addition, a significant shift in the FITC peak was distinguishable at the highest tested 
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concentration which was then used for further experiment (Figure 36. A). Using these 

experimental settings, the three compounds P26, P26C-P37M, and P37 were tested to 

verify the effect of CPP-conjugation (Figure 36. B). Interestingly, the unmodified peptide 

P26 was significantly higher than the background, indicating that some of P26 was taken 

up by the cells (Figure 36. B, red). Treatment with P26C-P37M, the peptide irreversibly 

conjugated with CPP, showed a significantly higher signal compared to unmodified P26, 

demonstrating that conjugation with a CPP does indeed promote cellular uptake (Figure 36. 

B, blue). However, the positive control P37 showed an even stronger signal compared to 

P26C-P37M, suggesting that conjugation of the cargo affected the uptake efficiency of 

P37 (Figure 36. B, yellow). Finally, we tested the other two conjugated peptides, P26C-

P37T or P26C-M12, and observed that they were taken up at levels similar to unmodified 

P26, concluding that the disulfide conjugation strategy did not improve cellular uptake in 

this case (Figure 36. C, green and yellow). 

 

Figure 37. Histograms of flow cytometry analysis for different conditions. A. Treatment with U-2 OS at 24 h. B. 

Treatment with MDA-MB-231 at 4 h. C. Treatment with MDA-MB-231 at 24 h. The x-axis is the intensity of the 

FITC channel on a logarithmic scale and the y-axis is the number of events. 

In addition to four hours incubation, a one-day incubation on U-2 OS was performed 

to monitor the time dependence of cellular uptake (Figure 37. A), and the result was similar 

to the four-hour incubation (Figure 36. C), suggesting that uptake rate was not time 

dependent.  
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The effect of cellular uptake was evaluated in a second cell line MDA-MB-231. 

Interestingly, when the measurements were performed using MDA-MB-231, all peptides 

showed a similar levels of cellular uptake (Figure 37. B and C) and the signal was stronger 

than the blank (Figure 37. B, green; C, red), indicating that the cell took up the peptide 

without preference. This non-selective uptake phenomenon was observed in both four-hour 

and one-day incubations (Figure 37. B and C).  

3.4.2.1.3 Evaluation of Cellular Uptake by Fluorescence Confocal Microscopy 

Fluorescence confocal microscopy was performed to determine the localization of the 

peptides after cellular uptake (Figure 38. A). The unmodified P26 showed a minimal signal 

with sporadic spots, while the conjugated P26C-P37M showed a stronger overall and 

cytosolic intensity, indicating that the conjugation with CPP improved the cellular uptake 

and the peptide was at least partially escaped from the endosome. The images were 

analyzed by corrected total cell fluorescence (CTCF) to provide a more quantitative result 

(Figure 38. B). Again, the averaged CTCF observed with P26C-P37M was significantly 

higher than that of unmodified P26, indicating that the improvement in cellular uptake was 

due to conjugation with CPP. Nevertheless, similar to the results in flow cytometry analysis, 

peptide P37 itself showed a better uptake in fluorescence confocal microscopy, indicating 

that conjugation of P26C to P37 compromises its cell permeability. 
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Figure 38. Results of fluorescence confocal microscopy. A. Pictures of HEK293T taken by Electronically 

switchable illumination and detection module (ESID) or GFP channel. The pictures were taken using a ZEISS 

LSM 800. B. CTCF values calculated from the images. The y-axis is the relative fluorescence unit (RFU) on a 

logarithmic scale. The significance of the difference between samples was analyzed by Welch's t-test. ns: p > 

0.05, *: 0.05 ≥ p > 0.01, **: 0.01 ≥ p > 0.001, ***: 0.001 ≥ p > 0.0001, ****: 0.0001 ≥ p 

3.4.2.1.4 Effect of Treatment with CPP Conjugates 

RT-qPCR was used to monitor the effect of inhibitor treatment on the cells. Although 

the peptide P26C-P37M was taken up by the cells and not trapped in the endosome, it 

did not reduce the expression level of HOTTIP or other monitored lncRNAs. The following 

section focuses on the conditions tested. 
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In the first experiment, a one-day treatment with 10 µM on U-2 OS was tested, and 

nothing changed among the selected lncRNAs (Figure 39. A). Considering that the effect 

of epigenetic mechanisms sometimes requires a longer incubation time, it was extended 

to a three-day treatment, or two continuous three-day treatments with the medium 

refreshed on the third day, still with no significant effect on lncRNA expression (Figure 39. 

B). 

 
Figure 39. Results of treatment on U-2 OS. A. Cells were treated 1 µM for one day (N = 3). B. Cells were 

treated twice with 5/1 µM for three days (N = 2/3). RT-qPCR results were analyzed by ∆∆Ct method. The 

significance of the individual samples was analyzed by one-sample Student t-test with the target value set at 

one, and the significance of differences between samples was analyzed by Welch's t-test. ns: p > 0.05, *: 0.05 

≥ p > 0.01, **: 0.01 ≥ p > 0.001. 
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Treatment of these CPP conjugates with 10 µM on MDA-MB-231 was tested under 

different incubation times, including one, two or three days. However, no changes in the 

selected lncRNAs were detected. 

3.4.2.2  Phase-Separating Peptide to Facilitate Cell Uptake 

Since the first attempts to use CPP conjugates did not work, several alternative 

methods to promote cellular uptake were tested on U-2 OS. A phase-separating peptide, 

HBpep-SP (P38, Scheme 6), was used for direct cytosolic delivery102. Briefly, HBpep-SP 

is a peptide that can undergo liquid-liquid phase separation and form peptide coacervates 

in a basic environment. During the coacervate formation, this peptide coacervate can 

recruit peptides into the microdroplets and deliver the cargo to the cytoplasm via an 

endocytosis-independent pathway112. The reducing environment in the cytoplasm can 

reduce the disulfide bridge of self-immolative group, leading to the exposure of the lysine 

side chain, which increases the pH required for coacervation to occur, thus leading to the 

breakdown of coacervate and releasing the cargos in the cytoplasm. The broad ability to 

transport peptides, folded and functional proteins, and mRNA is noteworthy. 

The protocol for the synthesis of HBpep-SP was slightly modified to allow the self-

immolative side chain (M14) to be coupled to the peptide on the bead, thus reducing the 

purification process (Scheme 6). Briefly, Fmoc-K(Alloc)-OH is used so that the lysine 

residue on the bead can be selectively deprotected, and then reacted with self-immolative 

side chain. Boc-Gly-OH is used for the final residue so that the N-terminus can be 

deprotected along with any other protecting groups in the global cleavage.  
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Scheme 6. Synthesis scheme of HBpep-SP102. (a) Bz2O, NEt3, DMAP, DCM. (b) N,N'-disuccinimidyl carbonate, 

NEt3, DMAP, THF/DMF. (c) Pd(PPh3)4, PhSiH3, DCM. (d) M14, DIPEA, DMF. (e) TFA/H2O/TIPS. 

 
Figure 40. Results of fluorescence confocal microscopy. Pictures of U-2 OS taken by Electronically switchable 

illumination and detection module (ESID) or GFP channel. The pictures were taken using a ZEISS LSM 800. 

First, coacervate formation was tested by measuring OD600 to determine the turbidity 

and indeed a solution containing HBpep-SP became turbid when the pH was adjusted to 

pH 6.5, which is the pH required for coacervate formation. Second, the loading efficiency 
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for macrocycle P26 into the coacervates was tested and an estimated 50% of the cargo 

was recruited when 2 µmol of macrocycle P26 was mixed with 20 µg of HBpep-SP. Third, 

fluorescence confocal microscopy was performed after four hour of treatment of U-2 OS 

with coacervate and indeed the coacervate internalization was observed, but the 

microdroplet was not yet disassembled (Figure 40). However, treatment of P26 with 

HBpep-SP did not alter the expression level of HOTTIP in U-2 OS cells after three days of 

incubation. 

 

Figure 41. Results of using HBpep-SP to deliver peptide into U-2 OS. The treatment was performed twice with 

three days interval (N = 3). RT-qPCR results were analyzed by ∆∆Ct method. The significance of the individual 

samples was analyzed by one-sample Student t-test with the target value set at one. ns: p > 0.05, *: 0.05 ≥ p 

> 0.01, **: 0.01 ≥ p > 0.001. 

3.4.2.3  Comparing Cell Lines  

Although internalization was observed for both P26C-P37M and P26 combined with 

HBpep-SP strategy, the lncRNAs expression level remained the same. Considering that 

the expected change was not observed, a positive control was needed to determine 

whether the inhibitor or the system did not work. The small molecule inhibitors OICR-

9429 and 7k were tested to verify whether the problem was due to the peptidic nature of 

our inhibitors. Meanwhile, the MDA-MB-231 cell line was tested in parallel to see if the 
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problem was with the cell type (Figure 42). When cells were treated with the WIN inhibitor 

OICR-9429 at 5 µM, a strong reduction in HOTTIP was observed for MDA-MB-231 in a 

three-day treatment, but only a slight and non-significant reduction in HOTTIP was 

observed for U-2 OS in a double three-day treatment. On the other hand, treatment of 

MDA-MB-231 with WBM inhibitor 7k at 5 µM showed a non-significant reduction of HOTTIP 

expression level in a three-day experiment, and no effect on HOTTIP expression level when 

U-2 OS was treated double three-day incubation. Overall, the result showed that the 

HOTTIP expression level of MDA-MB-231 was sensitive to inhibition of WDR5 in the single-

digit micromolar concentration range, while U-2 OS was rather insensitive under the 

current conditions. 

 

Figure 42. Results of treatment of different cells. U-2 OS was treated twice with 5 µM for three days (N = 4). 

MDA-MB-231 was treated once with 5 µM for three days (N = 3). RT-qPCR results were analyzed by ∆∆Ct 

method. The significance of the individual samples was analyzed by one-sample Student t-test with the target 

value set at one. ns: p > 0.05, *: 0.05 ≥ p > 0.01, **: 0.01 ≥ p > 0.001. 

 

3.4.2.4  Macropinocytosis  

MDA-MB-231 is a macropinocytic cancer cell and can consume large extracellular 

materials such as cell debris via macropinocytosis113. This also explains the result observed 

in Figure 37 that the fluorescence intensity and therefore peptide uptake is independent of 
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CPP conjugation. As a result, a series of experiments based on macropinocytosis were 

performed. 

Since MDA-MB-231 is a macropinocytic cell type, it can undergo macropinocytosis 

without further stimulation. Therefore, the first experiment was direct treatment with 

peptide w/wo CPP conjugation (P26 or P26C-P37M). However, HOTTIP expression levels 

remained the same in the three-day treatment, but the positive control treatment of 10 

µM OICR-9429 and 7k significantly reduced HOTTIP expression (Figure 43). 

 

Figure 43. Results of treatment on MDA-MB-231. Cells were treated at 10 µM for three days (N = 2). RT-qPCR 

results were analyzed by ∆∆Ct method. The significance of the individual samples was analyzed by one-sample 

Student t-test with the target value set at one. ns: p > 0.05, *: 0.05 ≥ p > 0.01, **: 0.01 ≥ p > 0.001. 

To exclude the possibility that the peptides were not able to escape from the endosome, 

LK15-oxP4A (P42), a macropinocytosis inducing peptide oxP4A conjugated to the 

membrane-lytic sequence LK15, was used as an additive to enhance macropinocytosis 

while promoting endosomal escape at the same time99. Nevertheless, the combined 

treatment of 10 µM P26 and LK15-oxP4A(P42) provided similar results as for the direct 

treatment where the lncRNA expression level remained unchanged. 
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3.4.2.5  Transfection by Electroporation  

The final attempt to deliver P26 into the cell was done by electroporation, a technique 

that creates pores in the cell membrane and can be used for transfer of large biological 

molecules such as DNA, RNA, and proteins into the cell. In a nutshell, cells are resuspended 

between two electrodes and treated with an electric pulse that created pores in the 

membrane and allows material to diffuse through. Indeed, electroporation led to a high 

level of internalization when using MDA-MB-231 cell when P26 was used at 5 or 20 µM 

(Figure 44). However, the lncRNA expression level again did not change comparison to the 

blank or negative control P33 for one, two or four days of incubation, indicating that the 

peptide inhibitors could not provide the desired treatment effect for the current treatment 

conditions (Figure 45). 

 

Figure 44. Confocal fluorescence microscopy images of MDA-MB-231 after electroporation with 5 or 20 µM P26 

taken through the FAM channel. The images were taken by using a 3i Marianans Confocal Fluorescence 

Microscope. 
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Figure 45. Results of using electroporation (EP) to deliver peptides into MDA-MB-231. Cells were treated at 

several concentrations for four days (N = 2). RT-qPCR results were analyzed by ∆∆Ct method. Samples were 

normalized to EP Blank. The significance of the individual samples was analyzed by one-sample Student t-test 

with the target value set at one. ns: p > 0.05, *: 0.05 ≥ p > 0.01, **: 0.01 ≥ p > 0.001. 

3.5  Effect of Small Molecule WDR5 Inhibitors 

on lncRNA Expression in cellulo 

The small molecule inhibitors demonstrated their potential to reduce lncRNA 

expression levels in MDA-MB-231 cells in Section 3.4.2.3. Next, several conditions were 

tested to further characterize the effect of small molecule inhibitor treatment. In addition, 

the difference between targeting WIN or WBM sites was also investigated.  

3.5.1 Time Dependency of the Treatment  

A time-dependent experiment was performed to investigate the kinetics of lncRNA 

expression. The small molecule inhibitors were used at 10 µM and incubated for one or 

three days (Figure 46). Both OICR-9429 and 7k showed a clear time-dependent effect on 

the downregulation of HOTTIP (Figure 46. A), with the three-day treatment providing a 

greater reduction than the one-day treatment. Interestingly, only OICR-9429 was able to 

reduce the expression level of FOXD3-AS1 in the one-day and three-day treatments, while 
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7k did not significantly affect the expression level (Figure 46. B). 

 
Figure 46. Effect and time dependency of lncRNA expression level after treatment with small molecule WDR5 

inhibitors for three days (N=6). A. Effect of small molecule treatment on HOTTIP expression level. B. Effect of 

small molecule treatment on FOXD3-AS1 expression level. The blank was treated with 0.1% DMSO. RT-qPCR 

results were analyzed by ∆∆Ct method. Target genes were normalized to GAPDH and then normalized to blank. 

The significance of individual samples was analyzed by one-sample Student t-test with the target value set at 

one, and the significance of differences between samples was analyzed by Welch's t-test. ns: p > 0.05, *: 0.05 

≥ p > 0.01, **: 0.01 ≥ p > 0.001, ***: 0.001 ≥ p > 0.0001, ****: 0.0001 ≥ p. 

3.5.2 Concentration Dependency of the Treatment 

A concentration dependency experiment was performed on MDA-MB-231 with an 

incubation time of three days to monitor the effect in cellulo (Figure 47). Treatment with 

the WIN inhibitor OICR-9429 at 1 µM resulted in a significant downregulation of HOTTIP, 

and the effect of HOTTIP reduction was stronger but started to saturate at 5 µM (Figure 

47. A). A similar effect was observed for FOXD3-AS1 for OICR-9429 treatment (Figure 47. 

B).  

On the other hand, treatment of MDA-MB-231 with 7k showed a similar result in 

HOTTIP downregulation. Although treatment with 1 or 5 µM 7k did not result in significant 

downregulation, 10 µM resulted in a significantly reduced expression level of HOTTIP, and 

the level of reduction was similar to that of 5/10 µM OICR-9429 treatment on HOTTIP 

expression level (Figure 47. A). Similar to the results shown in Figure 46. B, treatment 
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with 7k did not result in significant changes in FOXD3-AS1 among the three concentrations 

tested (Figure 47. B). 

 
Figure 47. Effect and dose-dependency of lncRNA expression level after treatment with small molecule WDR5 

inhibitors for three days (N=3). A. Effect of small molecule treatment on HOTTIP expression level. B. Effect of 

small molecule treatment on FOXD3-AS1 expression level. The blank was treated with 0.1% DMSO. RT-qPCR 

results were analyzed by ∆∆Ct method. Target genes were normalized to GAPDH and then normalized to the 

blank. The significance of individual samples was analyzed by one-sample Student t-test with the target value 

set at one, and the significance of differences between samples was analyzed by Welch's t-test. ns: p > 0.05, 

*: 0.05 ≥ p > 0.01, **: 0.01 ≥ p > 0.001. 

3.6  Discussion 

In this chapter, the allosteric control between WIN and WBM sites was evaluated by 

testing both peptide and small molecule WDR5 inhibitors selective for each site. The results 

showed that binding events between WIN and WBM sites to their respective inhibitors are 

independent and no off-target inhibition was detected. The iv-RIP experiments showed 

similar results that targeting the WBM site can disrupt lncRNA-WDR5 complex formation in 

vivo, while targeting the WIN site by OICR-9429 was not significant although a decrease 

in average enrichment was observed. 

Several experiments were performed to verify that targeting WDR5 could reduce 

lncRNA expression in cells. First, peptide inhibitors were conjugated to CPPs and their 

internalization was evaluated by flow cytometry and confocal microscopy. The level of 
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cellular uptake was increased compared to the native peptide and the peptide was not 

trapped in endosomes. However, no effect on lncRNA expression was observed in U-2 OS 

or MDA-MB-231. A phase-separating peptide coacervate HBpep-SP (P38) was tested and 

internalization was observed, but still no effect on the expression level of lncRNAs in U-2 

OS could be detected. Further tests with spontaneous macropinocytosis or induced 

macropinocytosis using LK15-oxP4A (P42) did not change the expression level of lncRNAs 

in MDA-MB-231. Finally, transfection was performed by electroporation, and clear 

internalization with wide distribution was observed. However, no effects on lncRNAs 

expression level could be detected. From this we concluded that the peptide did not work 

under the current treatment conditions. 

Finally, small molecule inhibitors were tested in parallel and the results showed that 

U-2 OS was insensitive to compound treatment at the concentrations tested, while MDA-

MB-231 showed a strong down-regulation of HOTTIP. To monitor the difference between 

targeting the WIN and WBM sites, time-dependent and concentration-dependent 

experiments were performed. In the time-dependent experiment, the effect of OICR-9429 

and 7k treatment on HOTTIP was still evolving from one-day to three-day incubation, while 

the FOXD3-AS1 expression level remained similar between one-day and three-day 

treatments. In the concentration dependency experiment, treatment with OICR-9429 

resulted in strong downregulation of HOTTIP and FOXD3-AS1. However, treatment with 7k 

decreased the expression level of HOTTIP at 10 µM, while FOXD3-AS1 was not affected at 

all. Combining the previous results, HOTTIP was sensitive to both WIN and WBM inhibition, 

while FOXD3-AS1 was sensitive to inhibition at the WIN site but not at the WBM site.  

In conclusion, a strategy to target RNA-protein interaction was demonstrated and 

indeed targeting HOTTIP-WDR5 complex leads to downregulation of HOTTIP in cellulo.  
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Chapter 4. Summary 

4.1  Conclusion 

In this work, a strategy and workflow for the design of an inhibitor of RNA-protein 

interactions was demonstrated. When an RPI shares the same pocket with a PPI, a PPI-

derived peptide inhibitor could be used as a competitive inhibitor to disrupt the RPI. The 

peptide-based inhibitors can be used in high throughput screening (HTS) to find small 

molecule inhibitors. A competitive iv-RIP experiment could be used to verify the disruption 

of RNA-protein complex formation in vitro. In the iv-RIP experiment, the tolerance of using 

RNA extracts from cell lysates helps to avoid the use of high purity in vitro transcribed 

lncRNA, thus avoiding the potential problem of lncRNA misfolding during in vitro 

transcription. 

Numerous attempts were made to demonstrate our hypothesis that disruption of 

lncRNA-protein interactions could lead to downregulation in cellulo using macrocycle P26. 

Strategies such as conjugation with a CPP moiety to enhance cell permeability, delivery 

with a phase-separating coacervate peptide, and electroporation to induce membrane 

permeability were all tested and demonstrated good internalization. Furthermore, 

electroporation showed a strong signal in the nucleus, indicating that accumulation in the 

nucleus was not the problem for the peptides. However, none of these strategies reduced 

the expression level of HOTTIP. Considering that small molecules require three days of 

incubation to develop downregulation, a single treatment method may not provide enough 

dose to induce changes, this could be further influenced by the fact that peptides tend to 

have shorter half-lives in cells. 

The therapeutic effect at the cellular level was demonstrated by treatment with small 

molecule inhibitors OICR-9429 and 7k. Treatments of MDA-MB-231 could lead to 
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downregulation of lncRNA, while U-2 OS was insensitive to these treatments, suggesting 

that different cells have different control methods of lncRNA expression levels. In addition, 

it is interesting to find that different lncRNA also have different dependencies on the 

disruption of lncRNA-WDR5 complexes. The expression of HOTTIP requires fully functional 

WDR5 with free WIN and WBM sites, while the expression of FOXD3-AS1 tolerates the 

inaccessibility of WBM sites.  

4.2  Future Outlook 

Our results demonstrate that the lncRNA-WDR5 interaction is a druggable target. This 

method could be used to target other lncRNA-protein interactions if complex formation is 

required for lncRNA to exert its epigenetic modulatory function. Since different cell lines 

have different sensitivity to treatment and lncRNA have higher tissue specificity, it is 

possible to find a candidate that targets only cancer cells without affecting normal cells. 

Overall, I hope this work can inspire other scientists studying lncRNA-protein interactions 

and develop a new strategy for cancer treatment. 
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Chapter 5. Materials and Methods 

5.1  General Information 

All commercially available reagents and solvents were purchased and used directly without 

any further treatment unless specified. Solvents for chromatography were laboratory grade. 

Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was performed using Supelco silica gel aluminum sheets 

with F254 indicator, visualized by irradiation with UV light. Column chromatography was 

performed using Acros Organics silica gel 60 Å (particle size 0.035 – 0.070 mm). A Thermo 

Scientific HAAKE EK90 with an acetone bath in a Dewar vessel was applied together to cool 

reactions to – 78 ºC. Preparative HPLC was performed using a BÜCHI Pure C-850 FlashPrep 

equipped with a C18 column (Macherey-Nagel, 5 μm, 125 x 21 mm, flow rate: 20 mL/min). 

Analytical HPLC-MS was performed by using Agilent 1200 Infinity II LC system equipped 

with a C18 column (Agilent Poroshell 120, 2.7 µm, 3 x 100 mm, flow rate: 0.4 mL/min, 

temperature: 33ºC) and Agilent InfinityLab LC/MSD G6125C, and the compounds were 

eluted with a linear gradient from 5% to 95% (percentage of B. A: 0.1% TFA in H2O; B: 

0.1% TFA in ACN) over 20 min. The whole UV-VIS spectrum was recorded during the run, 

and the selected channel (210 / 254 nm), was used to plot and calculate the purity of the 

samples. High-resolution mass spectra were recorded on LTQ-XL Orbitrap mass 

spectrometer coupled to an Accela HPLC System (HPLC column: Hypersyl GOLD, 50 mm x 

1 mm, 1.9 μm). 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR, COSY-NMR, HSQC-NMR, HMBC-NMR were recorded 

on a Bruker Avance III HD NanoBay (400 MHz) or a Bruker Avance III HD (500 MHz, 600 

MHz, or 700 MHz) spectrometer in CDCl3 or DMSO-d6. Chemical shifts (d) are reported in 

ppm, coupling constants (J) are reported in Hertz (Hz), splitting patterns are indicated as 

s (singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), q (quartet), m (multiplet). Gels were imaged using a 

Bio-Rad ChemiDoc MP imaging system. Reverse transcription (RT) was performed by 

Eppendorf Mastercycler ep gradient, and quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) 

was performed by Bio-Rad CFX Connect Real-Time PCR Detection System. 

5.2  Preparation of peptide 

In general, peptides were synthesized through the conventional Fmoc strategy, and Rink 

Amide AM resin (0.3 – 0.6 mmol/g) was used as solid support unless otherwise specified. 

The reactions were conducted at room temperature unless otherwise specified. 

5.2.1 Method A – Manual linear peptide synthesis 

Fmoc was deprotected with 25% Piperidine in DMF for 10 min twice. The new amino acid 
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was coupled by incubating resin with 4 eq amino acids, 4 eq PyBOP, and 8 eq DIPEA in DMF 

for 40 min. Ac capping was done after each coupling for peptides with incomplete coupling 

by incubating resin with 10 eq Ac2O, and 10 eq DIPEA in DMF for 15 min.  

5.2.2 Method B – Automated linear peptide synthesis 

Peptide synthesis was performed using an automated Syro I parallel peptide synthesizer. 

Fmoc was deprotected by incubating resin with 25% Piperidine in DMF for 3 min twice. The 

new amino acid was coupled by incubating resin with 4 eq amino acids, 4 eq PyBOP, and 8 

eq DIPEA in DMF for 1 h. Ac capping was performed by incubating resin with 10 eq Ac2O, 

and 10 eq DIPEA in DMF for 15 min. 

5.2.3 Method C – Automated linear peptide synthesis 

Peptide synthesis was performed using an automated PurePep Chorus parallel peptide 

synthesizer. Fmoc was deprotected by incubating resin with 25% Piperidine in DMF for 3 

min twice at 50ºC. The new amino acid was coupled by incubating resin with 5 eq amino 

acid, 5 eq HCTU, and 10 eq DIPEA in DMF for 10 min at 75ºC. Ac capping was performed 

by incubating resin with 10 eq Ac2O, and 10 eq DIPEA in DMF for 10 min. 

5.2.4 Method D – Cyclization with Fmoc at N-

terminus 

Allyl/Alloc protecting groups were used for orthogonal side chain protection. The elongation 

of peptides was paused when the second position for cyclization was reached. The side 

chains were deprotected by incubating the resin with 0.25 eq Pd(PPh3)4, 25 eq PhSiH3 in 

DCM for 30 min twice. Then the resin was washed with 0.5% sodium 

diethyldithiocarbamate in DMF for 5 min and a total of five times. The carboxylic acid group 

on the side chain was activated by incubating the resin with 2 eq PyAOP, and 2 eq HOAt in 

DMF for 15 min, then 4 eq 2,4,6-collidine was added directly to the reaction and continued 

for 48 h. Capping of the unreacted amine side chain was carried out by incubating the resin 

with 10 eq Ac2O, and 10 eq DIPEA in DMF for 30 min. Sequence elongation was then 

continued after cyclization was done.  

5.2.5 Method E – Cyclization with o-Ns at N-terminus 

This protocol was applied to those sequences that suffer from self-deprotection during the 

cyclization process. Allyl/Alloc protecting groups were used for orthogonal side chain 
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protection. The elongation of peptides was paused when the second position of cyclization 

was synthesized. Fmoc was deprotected with 25% Piperidine in DMF for 10 min twice. 

Reprotection was performed by incubating resin in 4 eq o-NsCl, 5 eq 2,4,6-collidine, and 5 

eq DMAP in DMF for 15 min twice.88 The side chain was deprotected by incubating resin 

with 0.1 eq Pd(PPh3)4, 0.4 eq PPh3, and 8 eq pyrrolidine in DCM for 1 h.115 Then the resin 

was washed with 0.5% sodium diethyldithiocarbamate in DMF for 5 min and a total of five 

times. The carboxylic acid group on the side chain was activated by incubating the resin 

with 2 eq PyAOP, and 2 eq HOAt in DMF for 15 min, then 4 eq 2,4,6-collidine was added 

directly to the reaction and continued for 48 h. Capping of the unreacted amine side chain 

was carried out by incubating the resin with 10 eq Ac2O, and 10 eq DIPEA in DMF for 30 

min. o-Ns group was deprotected by incubating resin with 10 eq 2-mercaptoethanol and 5 

eq of DBU in DMF for 16 h. Sequence elongation was then continued after cyclization and 

o-Ns deprotection were done.  

5.2.6 Modifications at N-terminus  

In general, the N-terminus of the peptides was either capped with FITC-linker for use in FP 

assays, or with acetylation to make a fluorescence-label free version, or other special 

modification (3-mercaptopropionic acid or 4-maleimidobutyric acid) for the following 

solution-phase conjugation reactions.  

5.2.6.1  FITC labeling 

Sequences were further elongated with Fmoc-Linker-OH after the sequence was done. 

Fmoc was deprotected with 25% Piperidine in DMF for 10 min twice. FITC labeling was 

performed by incubating resin with 2 eq 6-FITC, 4 eq DIPEA in DMF for 16 h.  

5.2.6.2  Ac capping at N-terminus 

After the sequence was fully elongated, Fmoc was deprotected with 25% Piperidine in DMF 

for 10 min twice. Ac capping was performed by incubating resin with 10 eq Ac2O, 10 eq 

DIPEA and DMF for 30 min.  

5.2.6.3  Other capping at N-terminus 

After the sequence was fully elongated, Fmoc was deprotected with 25% Piperidine in DMF 

for 10 min twice. The final carboxylic acid was coupled by incubating resin with 2 eq 

carboxylic acid, 2 eq PyBOP, and 4 eq DIPEA in DMF for 12 h. 
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5.2.7 Global cleavage 

After sequence elongation and N-terminal modification, peptides without thiol groups were 

cleaved from the resin by incubating the resin in the cleavage solution A (TFA/H2O/TIPS, 

95/2.5/2.5), while peptides with a thiol group were cleaved from the resin by incubating 

them in the cleavage solution B (TFA/EDT/H2O/TIPS, 90/5/2.5/2.5). Cleavage normally 

took 1 h, while peptides which contain Arg(Pbf) took 4 h. An additional cleavage cycle was 

performed for peptides that were difficult to deprotect. After the cleavage was complete, 

the resin was filtered off and the filtrate was concentrated by blowing N2 over the surface 

followed by precipitation of the peptide in cold diethyl ether three times. The product was 

then purified by preparative LC with either acidic or basic eluent. 

5.2.8 Preparative LC with acidic eluent 

Crude peptides were resuspended in a solution of H2O/ACN/DMSO/TFA (70/20/10/0.1), 

centrifuged to remove insoluble material, then purified by reverse-phase preparative LC. 

Products were eluted using a linear gradient from 10% to 60% (percentage of B. A: 0.1% 

TFA in H2O; B: 0.1% TFA in ACN) over 60 min. The elution was monitored using a diode 

array detector at 254 nm for the FITC-labeled peptides, or 210 nm for non-FITC-labeled 

peptides. The pure fractions were pooled together and lyophilized to give the desired 

products. 

5.2.9 Preparative LC with basic eluent 

The purification with alkaline eluent was used for peptides that didn’t dissolve in an acidic 

aqueous solution. Crude peptides were resuspended in a solution of H2O/MeOH (90/10), 

and the pH was adjusted by gradually adding 200 mM NH4HCO3(aq.) until the overall pH was 

above 7. The crude solution was centrifuged to remove insoluble material, then purified by 

reverse-phase preparative LC. Products were eluted using a linear gradient from 5% to 

60% (percentage of B. A: 15 mM NH4HCO3(aq.); B: MeOH) over 60 min. The elution was 

monitored using a diode array detector at 254 nm for the FITC-labeled peptides, or 210 

nm for non-FITC-labeled peptides. The pure fractions were pooled together and lyophilized 

to give the desired products. 
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5.2.10 Solution phase conjugation 

Some of the longer peptides were synthesized in fragments and combined using 

conjugation protocol to improve the efficiency of screening for a membrane permeability 

strategy while preventing the intrinsic limitation of SPPS protocol to synthesize difficult 

peptides. 

5.2.10.1 Conjugating by Thiol-Maleimide reaction 

Both starting peptides bearing mercapto or maleimido groups were purified as previously 

described before performing the conjugation reaction in solution phase. In general, a 

solution of 1.3 eq maleimido peptide in 100 mM NH4HCO3(aq), pH 9.0 buffer were added to 

a solution of 1 eq mercapto peptide which was dissolved in 100 mM NH4HCO3(aq), pH 9.0 

buffer and the reaction was stirred at rt for 1 – 4 h. After the mercapto peptide was depleted 

(monitored by HPLC-MS), the reaction was lyophilized, and the residue was purified using 

the preparative HPLC method with acid eluent (5.2.8) to afford the desire product. 

5.2.10.2 Conjugating by disulfide bond formation  

Both starting materials bearing mercapto groups were purified as previously described 

before performing the conjugation reaction in solution phase. In general, the more 

available substrate (1 eq) was first reacted with 2,2’-Dipyridyl disulfide (3 eq) in methanol 

for 12 h, then purified with either a manual column or preparative HPLC to afford activated 

material A108. Solution phase selective disulfide bond formation was carried out by stirring 

1 eq peptide B and 2 eq activated material A in a solution of 50% methanol with 50% 100 

mM NH4HCO3(aq), pH 9.0 buffer at 4ºC for 4 h. After the peptide B was depleted (monitored 

by HPLC-MS), the reaction was lyophilized, and the residue was purified by the preparative 

HPLC with acid eluent (5.2.8) to afford the desire product. 

5.2.11 Preparation of HBpep-SP 

The synthetic route for HBpep-SP was slightly modified from the original method reported 

by Sun et al.102 In short, peptides HBpep were synthesized through the conventional Fmoc 

strategy, and Wang resin (1g, 0.5 mmol/g) was used as solid support. The first amino acid 

was loaded by incubating the resin with Fmoc-AA (10 eq), DIC (5 eq) and DIPEA (10 eq) 

in DMF for 4 h at rt. The sequence was elongated with the Method C, which was described 

in 5.2.3. Fmoc-His(Boc)-OH, Fmoc-Lys(Alloc)-OH and Boc-Gly-OH were used during the 

sequence elongation instead of the conventional protecting groups for better performance 

and selective deprotection/modification. After the sequence was fully elongated, Alloc was 

deprotected by incubating resin with 0.2 eq Pd(PPh3)4, 20 eq PhSiH3 in DCM for 1 h114. Then 
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the resin was washed with 0.5% sodium diethyldithiocarbamate in DMF for 5 min and a 

total of five times. After the resin was washed with DMF, Boc-HBpep-resin (P40NH2, 

approximately 0.5 mmol) was ready for conjugation. 

In the meantime, the self-immolative side chain was prepared through a procedure similar 

to the reported method. The mono-benzylation was carried out by slowly adding a solution 

of Bz2O (1.35 g, 6 mmol, 0.6 eq) in 9 mL DCM to a solution of 2-hydroxyethyl disulfide 

(1.08 mL, 9 mmol, 1 eq, M13) DMAP (110 mg, 0.9 mmol, 0.1 eq) and NEt3 (1.25 mL, 9 

mmol, 1 eq) in 13 mL DCM while stirring at 0ºC. After the addition was finished, the 

reaction was continued at rt for another 3 h. After the reaction was complete (monitored 

by TLC), it was diluted with EtOAc, then washed with NaHCO3(sat. aq), NH4Cl(sat. aq), water and 

brine successively. The organic layer was collected, dried over MgSO4, concentrated, and 

purified with normal phase column chromatography (petroleum ether / EtOAc gradient 

from 19:1 to 3:2) to afford the mono-benzylated product (1.14 g, 4.4 mmol, yield 73%, 

M14). Then the mono-benzylated product (1.03 g, 4 mmol, 1 eq) was added to a solution 

of N,N’-disuccinimidyl carbonate (2.05 g, 8 mmol, 2 eq), DMAP (48.8 mg, 0.4 mmol, 0.1 

eq) and NEt3 (1.12 mL, 8 mmol, 2 eq) in THF/DMF (24 mL, 4:1) at 0ºC and stirred for 10 

min. Then the reaction was continued at rt for another 16 h. After the reaction was 

completed (monitored by TLC), it was concentrated, diluted with EtOAc and washed with 

NH4Cl(sat. aq), water and brine, successively. The organic layer was collected, dried over 

MgSO4, concentrated, and purified with normal phase column chromatography (petroleum 

ether / EtOAc gradient from 19:1 to 3:2) to afford the activated carbonate product (1.43 

g, 3.58 mmol, yield 89.5% M15). 

The assembly of self-immolative group was coupled by incubating the Boc-HBpep-resin 

(0.25 mmol, 1 eq, P40NH2) with activated succinimidyl carbonate (150 mg, 0.375 mmol, 

1.5 eq, M15) and DIPEA (435 µL, 2.5 mmol, 10 eq) in DMF for 24 h. After the peptide was 

ready, it was cleaved and deprotected by the global cleavage protocol (5.2.7) with the 

TFA/H2O/TIPS method, then purified by the preparative HPLC method with acid eluent 

(5.2.8) to afford the desire HBpep-SP (12.2 mg, P38). 
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5.3 Preparation of small molecules 

 

Supplementary Scheme 1. Synthetic scheme for compound 7k (M2)96. (a) NaH, 1,3-dibromopropane, DMSO, rt, 

24 h; (b) Phenyl formate, phenol, Pd(OAc)2, P(t-Bu)3 • HBF4, NEt3, ACN 90ºC, sealed tube, 24 h; (c) BBr3, DCM, 

-78ºC. (d) HNO3, TBAB, DCE/H2O, 60ºC, 24 h; (e) H2, Pd/C, MeOH, rt; (f) HSO3Cl, 0ºC - rt; (g) Pyridine, DCM, 

rt; (h) NH2Me, DIPEA, THF, 65ºC. 
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1-(3-Bromo-4methoxyphenyl) cyclobutane-1-carbonitrile 

(M4) 

 

NaH (60% in mineral oil, 0.6g, 15 mmol, 3 eq) was added portion wise to a stirring solution 

containing 2-(3-Bromo-4-methoxyphenyl)acetonitrile (S1, 1.13g, 5 mmol, 1.0 eq) and 

1,3-dibromopropane (612 µL, 6 mmol, 1.2 eq) in DMSO (50 mL). After the reaction was 

stirred for 16 h at rt, the reaction was quenched with EtOAc/Et2O (1:1), then the organic 

phase was washed with water (3 X). The aqueous layer was back extracted with EtOAc. 

The organic layers were combined, washed with brine(sat.), concentrated, and purified by 

normal phase column chromatography (petroleum ether / EtOAc gradient from 19:1 to 0:1) 

to provide the S2 as yellowish oil (867 mg, 3.27 mmol, 65% yield). 

 

Rf = 0.30 (Petroleum ether: EtOAc = 9:1) 

LRMS: calculated for [M+Na]+ C12H12BrNONa: 288.0, found: 287.8 

1H NMR (600 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 7.58 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H), 7.32 (dd, J = 8.5, 2.4 Hz, 

1H), 6.90 (d, J = 8.6 Hz, 1H), 3.91 (s, 3H), 2.84 – 2.76 (m, 2H), 2.63 – 2.53 (m, 2H), 

2.48 – 2.35 (m, 1H), 2.12 – 2.00 ppm (m, 1H). 

13C NMR (151 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 155.52, 133.31, 130.66, 125.92, 124.11, 112.16, 

111.99, 56.38, 39.30, 34.77, 16.99 ppm. 
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Phenyl 5-(1-Cyanocyclobutyl)-2-methoxybenzoate (M5) 

 

Phenyl formate (290 µL, 2.67 mmol, 2.0 eq) and NEt3 (558 µL, 4.0 mmol, 3.0 eq) were 

added to a sealed tube reactor containing a solution of S2 (335 mg, 1.34 mmol, 1.0 eq), 

Pd(OAc)2 (15.1 mg, 0.067 mmol, 0.05 eq), (tBu)3PHBF4 (78.4 mg, 0.26 mmol, 0.2 eq) 

and phenol (117 µl, 1.34 mmol, 1.0 eq) in ACN (5 mL) with a stirring bar, then the reactor 

was sealed, heated to 90ºC and stirred for 24 h. After the reaction was cooled down to rt, 

the reaction was filtered through a pad of celite, and the filtrate was collected and 

concentrated. The residue was redissolved in EtOAc and washed with water, then the 

organic layer was collected, concentrated, and purified by normal phase column 

chromatography (petroleum ether / EtOAc gradient from 9:1 to 0:1) to provide the product 

as a colorless solid (S3, 328.9 mg, 1.07 mmol, 80% yield). 

 

Rf = 0.04 (Petroleum ether: EtOAc = 9:1) 

LRMS: calculated for [M+H]+ C19H18NO3: 308.1, found: 308.0 

1H NMR (700 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 8.02 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 7.59 (dd, J = 8.7, 2.6 Hz, 

1H), 7.45 – 7.40 (m, 2H), 7.29 – 7.26 (m, 1H), 7.25 – 7.22 (m, 2H), 7.06 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 

1H), 3.95 (s, 3H), 2.88 – 2.83 (m, 2H), 2.68 – 2.60 (m, 2H), 2.50 – 2.40 (m, 1H), 2.13 – 

2.06 ppm (m, 1H). 

13C NMR (176 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 164.19, 159.47, 151.01, 131.80, 131.73, 129.58, 

129.40, 126.03, 124.29, 121.97, 119.75, 112.92, 56.45, 39.59, 34.86, 17.18 ppm. 
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Phenyl 5-(1-Cyanocyclobutyl)-2-hydroxybenzoate (M6) 

 
A solution of S3 (123 mg, 0.4 mmol, 1.00 eq) in anhydrous DCM (1 ml) was cooled to – 

78ºC in an acetone bath cooled using a HAAKE Ek90 device and kept under Argon. BBr3 

(1M in hexane, 0.8 ml, 0.8 mmol, 2 eq) was added dropwise to the stirring solution, and 

the reaction was continued for another 1 h at – 78ºC, then the reaction was allowed to 

warm up to rt. After the reaction returned to rt, it was quenched by pouring it over an 

ice/water slurry. The whole slurry was then extracted with EtOAc, and the organic phase 

was washed with water and brine successively. The organic phase was then collected, dried 

over anhydrous MgSO4, concentrated, and purified by normal phase column 

chromatography (petroleum ether / EtOAc gradient from 19:1 to 0:1) to provide the 

product as a colorless oil (89.9 mg, 0.31 mmol, 76.5% yield). 

 

Rf = 0.26 (Petroleum ether: EtOAc = 9:1) 

LRMS: not found 

1H NMR (700 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 10.55 (s, 1H), 8.09 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 7.59 (dd, J = 

8.8, 2.5 Hz, 1H), 7.51 – 7.44 (m, 2H), 7.37 – 7.29 (m, 1H), 7.25 – 7.20 (m, 2H), 7.09 (d, 

J = 8.8 Hz, 1H), 2.89 – 2.83 (m, 2H), 2.68 – 2.59 (m, 2H), 2.51 – 2.41 (m, 1H), 2.14 – 

2.06 ppm (m, 1H). 

13C NMR (176 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 168.70, 161.92, 150.09, 133.94, 131.14, 129.87, 

127.44, 126.75, 124.29, 121.80, 118.93, 111.99, 39.63, 34.79, 17.19 ppm. 
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Phenyl 5-(1-Cyanocyclobutyl)-2-hydroxy-3-nitrobenzoate 

(M7) 

 
Compound S4 (88 mg, 0.3 mmol, 1 eq) was dissolved in DCE (300 µl) and the solution 

was cooled with ice/water bath. A solution of tetrabutylammonium bromide (4.83 mg, 

0.015 mmol, 0.05 eq) and concentrated nitric acid (38 µl) in H2O (300 µL) was also added, 

followed by vigorous stirring at 60ºC for 24 h to carry out the reaction. The reaction was 

allowed to cool down to rt, then diluted with DCM, and the organic phase was washed with 

water, collected, dried over anhydrous MgSO4, concentrated, and purified by normal phase 

column chromatography to provide the product as pale-yellow solid (71.5 mg, 0.21 mmol, 

70% yield). 

 

Rf = 0.84 (EtOAc) 

LRMS: calculated for [M+Na]+ C18H14N2O5Na: 361.1, found: 361.0 

1H NMR (500 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 11.74 (s, 1H), 8.40 (d, J = 2.6 Hz, 1H), 8.29 (d, J = 

2.5 Hz, 1H), 7.56 – 7.44 (m, 2H), 7.44 – 7.31 (m, 1H), 7.25 – 7.21 (m, 2H), 2.96 – 2.87 

(m, 2H), 2.73 – 2.61 (m, 2H), 2.59 – 2.45 (m, 1H), 2.22 – 2.08 ppm (m, 1H). 

13C NMR (126 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 167.06, 155.58, 149.71, 138.21, 133.60, 131.00, 

130.04, 129.18, 127.22, 123.13, 121.51, 116.38, 39.33, 34.77, 17.18 ppm. 
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Phenyl 3-Amino-5-(1-cyanocyclobutyl)-2-

hydroxybenzoate (M8) 

 
Compound S5 (66.5 mg, 0.196 mmol, 1 eq) was added to a slurry of Pd/C (5% by weight, 

10 mol%) in a MeOH/EtOAc (1:1, 4 ml), then the hydrogenation was carried out by stirring 

under H2 atmosphere for 16 h. After the starting material was consumed (monitored by 

TLC), the reaction was filtered through a pad of celite, the filtrate was collected, 

concentrated, and purified by normal phase column chromatography (petroleum ether / 

DCM gradient from 1:1 to 0:1, then DCM / EtOAc gradient from 9:1 to 0:1) to give the 

product (27.4 mg, 0.09 mmol, 45%). 

 

Rf = 0.19 (DCM) 

LRMS: calculated for [M+H]+ C18H17N2O3: 309.1, found: 309.0 

1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 10.94 – 9.55 (br, s, 1H) 7.53 – 7.45 (m, 2H), 7.38 – 7.30 

(m, 3H), 7.22 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 1H), 7.01 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H), 6.00 – 4.65 (br, s, 2H)  2.75 

– 2.65 (m, 2H), 2.62 – 2.53 (m, 2H), 2.33 – 2.19 (m, 1H), 2.07 – 1.93 (m, 1H). 

13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 168.29, 150.01, 148.08, 138.84, 130.88, 129.66, 126.40, 

124.57, 122.08, 115.43, 112.58, 110.84, 39.73, 33.67, 16.71 ppm. 
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5-Bromo-3-chloro-2-hydroxybenzenesulfonyl Chloride 

(M10) 

 

Chlorosulfuric acid (932 µl, 14 mmol, 7 eq) was cooled down to 0°C. 4-bromo-2-

chlorophenol (S7, 514 mg, 2,48 mmol, 1 eq) was added portion-wise and stirred for 1 h 

at 0°C. After warming to room temperature and stirring for 23 h, the reaction was 

quenched by carefully pouring over a slurry of ice, DCM, and brine. The whole slurry was 

extracted with DCM, and the organic layer was collected, dried over anhydrous MgSO4, 

concentrated then purified by normal phase column chromatography (petroleum ether / 

DCM gradient from 1:1 to 0:1) to provide the pure product as a white crystal (560 mg, 

1.83 mmol, 73% yield). 

 

Rf = 0.89 (DCM) 

LRMS: Not found.  

1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 11.94 (s, 1H), 7.64 (d, J = 2.4 Hz, 1H), 7.48 ppm (d, J = 

2.4 Hz, 1H). 

13C NMR (126 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 148.89, 133.52, 132.98, 128.15, 121.78, 109.18 ppm. 
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3-((5-Bromo-3-chloro-2-hydroxyphenyl)sulfonamido)-5-

(1cyanocyclobutyl)-2-hydroxy-N-methylbenzamide (7k, 

M2) 

 

To compound M8 (27.4 mg, 90 µmol, 1 eq), M10 (33.6 mg, 110 µmol, 1.2 eq) and 

pyridine (21.8 µl, 270 µmol, 3 eq) in DCM (0.45 ml) were added. The resulting reaction 

mixture was stirred for 5 h at room temperature. Additional compound M10 (16.8 mg, 

55 µmol, 0.6 eq) and pyridine (7.3 µl, 90 µmol, 1 eq) were added and the mixture was 

stirred for another 2 h at room temperature. The mixture was concentrated under reduced 

pressure, diluted with EtOAc, and washed with 0.1 M HCl(aq) and brine. The organic layer 

was collected, dried over anhydrous MgSO4, concentrated under reduced pressure, then 

purified by normal phase column chromatography (MeOH / DCM gradient from 0:1 to 3:17) 

to give the intermediate product M11 (20 mg, 35 µmol, 35% yield). 

To a solution of compound M11 (20 mg, 35 µmol, 1 eq) in THF (1 mL) was added with 

NH2Me (2M in methanol, 86 µL, 173 µmol, 5 eq) in one portion. The reaction was sealed 

and stirred at rt for 1 h. The reaction was concentrated, then purified by preparative HPLC 

(0.1% TFA in H2O / 0.1% TFA in ACN gradient from 18:7 to 1:49) to give the product 7k 

(M2, 6.49 mg, 12.6 µmol, 37% yield). 

 

Retention time on analytical HPLC: 15.21 min 

Purity of product on analytical HPLC: 98.0% (UV 254 nm, see Supplemental Figure 41) 

HRMS: calculated for [M+H]+ C19H18O5N3
79Br37ClS: 515.98041, found: 515.98074 

1H NMR (700 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 13.75 (br, s, 1H), 11.09 (br, s, 1H), 9.39 (br, s, 1H), 9.12 

(d, J = 4.5 Hz, 1H), 7.93 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, 1H), 7.71 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H), 7.71 (d, J = 2.5 

Hz, 1H), 7.35 (d, J = 2.2 Hz, 1H), 2.82 (d, J = 4.6 Hz, 3H), 2.72 – 2.66 (m, 2H), 2.55 – 

2.51 (m, 2H), 2.29 – 2.20 (m, 1H), 2.00 – 1.92 (m, 1H). 

13C NMR (176 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 169.51, 153.43, 150.53, 136.50, 130.30, 129.63, 129.18, 

125.62, 124.30, 124.09, 123.98, 120.78, 114.45, 109.48, 38.87, 33.71, 25.97, 16.60 ppm. 
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5.4  Recombinant Protein Expression and 

Purification 

WDR5 (1-21), WDR5-FLAG (1-21), and WDR5F266A-FLAG (1-21) were expressed in 

BL21 DE RIL Escherichia coli. E. coli was grown in LB medium supplemented with 0.1% 

ampicillin and the expression was induced with 200 µM isopropyl-beta-D-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) at 20ºC for 16 h. After centrifugation, the pellets were 

resuspended in Buffer A additionally supplemented with 1 mM PMSF and a spatula tip of 

DNase I (Roche, #04716728001), then disrupted using a sonicator CL-334 (70% amplitude, 

10 s pulse with 6 min interval) while the solution was kept cold by placing it on ice. The 

insoluble cell components were removed by centrifugation at 60000 rcf at 4ºC for 45 min. 

The supernatant containing the desired protein was filtered with a 0.22 µm syringe filter, 

loaded on HisTrap HP His tag protein purification column (Cytiva, #17524801) with Buffer 

A and eluted by a linear gradient to Buffer B (100%, 100 min). The desired fractions were 

collected, pooled, and dialysis with Prescission-3C-protease (3.5 mg/mL) at 4ºC for 16 h. 

The dialyzed protein was then purified by reverse Ni-NTA with a linear gradient of Buffer A 

to Buffer B in 50 min and concentrated with Amicon® ultra centrifugation filter (4000 rcf, 

10 min, 4 °C). The concentrated protein was cleared by centrifugation (10 min, 4ºC, 20000 

rcf), and the supernatant was loaded directly on a Superdex 75 16/600 column eluting 

with SEC buffer (isocratic, flow = 1 mL/min). For each purification step, the protein of 

interest was analyzed by 15% SDS-Page polyacrylamide gels and staining by Coomassie 

Blue staining solution.  

5.5  Fluorescence Polarization (FP) 

Fluorescence polarization was measured using a Tecan Spark Microplate Reader with 384-

well plates (Corning, #4514). The FP Buffer A contained 0.1 M KnH(3-n)PO4, 25 mM KCl, and 

0.01% Triton-X at pH 6.587, while FP Buffer B contained 25 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl and 

0.01% Triton-X at pH 7.0. Monochromator was applied for the fluorescence measurement 

and the excitation wavelength was set to 485 nm with a bandwidth of 20 nm, while the 

emission wavelength was set to 535 nm with a bandwidth of 20 nm.  

5.5.1 FP measurement for direct binding assay 

A 15-point dose-response curve was generated for direct binding assays by titrating a 

twofold dilution series of protein against a fixed concentration of FITC-labelled peptide (0.6 

nM or 5 nM). A sample of protein-free corresponding FITC-labelled peptide in the assay 
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buffer was included as non-binding control for each set of replicates. After the plate was 

prepared, it was sealed and incubated at 25ºC for 1 h before measurement. The raw values 

of fluorescence polarization were used, and KD (dissociation constant) was calculated by 

fitting with GraphPad Prism 9 using the [Agonist] vs. Response –variable slope (four 

parameter) function for curve fitting. 

5.5.2 FP measurement for competitive assay 

Competitive fluorescence polarization measurements were performed by titrating a 2-fold 

dilution series of the inhibitor against a fixed concentration of WDR5 and tracer. The result 

was plotted using a logarithmic x-axis and normalized using the theoretical maximum and 

minimum binding values as 100 and 0% respectively. The raw value of fluorescence 

polarization was used, and the IC50 was calculated by fitting with log(Inhibitor) vs. 

normalized response –variable slope function for curve fitting using Graphpad Prism 9. The 

KI was then calculated from the IC50 by the method reported by Nikolovska-Coleska et al.89 

using the following equation: 

𝐾 = [𝐼] /(
[𝐿]

𝐾
+

[𝑃]

𝐾
+ 1) 

In this equation, [I]50 is the concentration of the unbound inhibitor at 50% inhibition, [L]50 

is the concentration of the unbound tracer at 50% inhibition, and [P]0 refers to the 

concentration of the free protein without any inhibition. The calculations were made using 

the excel sheet provided by the authors which can be found at: 

http://websites.umich.edu/~shaomengwanglab/software/calc_ki/index.html 

 

5.6  Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 

Isothermal titration calorimetry was measured using a MicroCal PEAQ-ITC, following the 

general instructions provided by the instrument. WDR5 was freshly dialyzed against the 

ITC buffer for 16 h, and the peptide was freshly prepared by dissolving in the corresponding 

dialysate. The concentration of WDR5/peptide was determined by OD280/ OD495 on 

Nanodrop and diluted to the target concentration with dialysate. A total of 19 injections 

were made at 25ºC to record the titration curve. The thermodynamic parameters were 

determined using the PEAQ-ITC analysis software. Measurements were performed in 

duplicate.  
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5.7  Co-Crystallization and Structure 

Determination 

5.7.1 Co-Crystallization of WDR5 with P26Ac 

Purified WDR5 was concentrated to 23.25 mg/mL and ligand P26Ac dissolved in gel 

filtration buffer and a 1.5-fold molar excess of peptide was added. Crystallization was set 

up in MRC-3 drop plates by adding 100 nL protein/ligand complex to 100 nL reservoir 

solution and the plates were stored at 20°C. Crystals were obtained after a few days with 

reservoir conditions of 0.2 M Li3-citrate and 20 % w/v PEG3350 and were cryo-conserved 

in reservoir solution supplemented with 20 % glycerol. 

5.7.2 X-ray data collection and processing 

Diffraction data was collected at beamline ID30A-3 at ESRF Grenoble (acquisition date 

18.11.2022). Datasets were integrated using XIA2/DIALS (ccp4).116,117 The structure was 

solved using Phaser (Phenix) and an AlphaFold model of apo-WDR5. 118,119 

5.7.3 Structure solution and refinement 

WDR5-P26Ac co-crystallized in space group P 43 21 2 with dimensions 82.1737 x 82.1737 

x 201.707 Å with two protein-peptide dimers in the asymmetric unit. The solved structure 

was refined by iterations of phenix.refine and manual model building in coot.119,120  The 

structure was refined to a final Rfree of 24 % at 1.84 Å. 

5.7.4 X-ray model analysis 

The protein crystallized with two protein-peptide dimers in the asymmetric unit 

(Supplemental Figure 68) and the crystal showed a dense packing of monomers (shown 

by the symmetry related molecules in 20 Å distance; Supplemental Figure 69). We 

observed a big discrepancy in the quality of the 2FO-FC map between the two WDR5 chains 

probably caused by a higher disorder and flexibility in chain B, which corresponds to the 

increased B-factors of this chain (Supplemental Figure 68 B). Both chains share the same 

typical fold consisting of seven beta-propeller blades with four-stranded antiparallel 

sheets.121 Overall, the two WDR5 chains still show a high similarity with an RMSD of 0.285 

Å (Supplemental Figure 68 C). The biggest differences of both chains were observed in the 

N- and C-terminal regions, where we observed a higher ordered ß-sheet conformation for 
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chain B, while the loops of chain A point away from each other, which could be caused by 

additional contacts to symmetry related molecules. The presence of ligand P26Ac was 

verified by a well resolved density of the central amino acids including the position of 

macrocyclization, but the density of the terminal Glu and Asp was less well resolved 

(Supplemental Figure 70 C/D). Further on, the ligands a and b bind in an identical manner 

to the reported native peptide of RBBP5 (Supplemental Figure 70 A/B). The binding of 

P26Ac to the WBM site does not lead to any significant changes of the conformation of 

this site compared to the reported apo-structure (PDB 2H14) (Supplemental Figure 70 E). 

Furthermore, we observed numerous structured waters in the structure, most of them were 

located in the central cavity of the protein, which was also observed in previous reports 

(Supplemental Figure 70 F)122. Furthermore, we recognized a potential disulfide bridge of 

chain A and chain B with a symmetry related molecule of chain B and A, respectively 

(Supplemental Figure 70 G). 

5.8  Cancer cell lines  

U-2 OS cells (DSMZ, ACC 785) were grown in DMEM high glucose medium (Sigma-Aldrich, 

#D6429) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS, Cellsera, #AU-FBSPG) and 

1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (Pen-Strep, Gibco, #15140-122) in a humidified atmosphere 

with 5% CO2 under 37ºC. The subcultivation ratio suggested by ATCC was followed. 

MDA-MB-231 cells (DSMZ, ACC 732) were grown in DMEM, high glucose, GlutaMAX 

supplement, pyruvate (Gibco, 31966-021) supplemented with 10% Fetal Bovine Serum 

(FBS, Cellsera, #AU-FBSPG) and 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin (Pen-Strep, Gibco, #15140-

122) in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2 under 37ºC. The subcultivation ratio 

suggested by ATCC was followed. 

5.9  Total RNA isolation 

For isolating total RNA, cells in a Petri dish were washed with PBS (Gibco, #10010-023), 

trypsinized (0.05% Trypsin, Gibco, #25300-054), followed by pelleting of the cells by 

centrifugation (3 min, rt, 200 rcf). The pellet was then washed with PBS, resuspended in 

TRIzol® (Invitrogen, #15596026), and the protocol from the manufacturer was followed to 

obtain total RNA isolates. 

5.10 Quantitative reverse transcription-

polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) 

In general, cDNA was synthesized by using high-capacity cDNA reverse transcription kit 
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(Applied Biosystems™, 4368814) following the manufacturer’s protocol. For RNA from 

RNA-IP, all the RNA for each sample was directly put in the reaction with a reaction volume 

of 20 µL. On the other hand, the concentration of RNA from each sample originating from 

cell treatment was determined by nanodrop, then 0.5 µg of RNA was put in 20 µL of reaction 

to generate the cDNA. After cDNA was generated, it was analyzed by PowerUp™ SYBR™ 

Green Master Mix (Applied Bioscience™, #A25742) via the fast-cycling mode and 

supplemented with 500 nM of both forward and reverse primer according to the target 

amplicon. 

5.10.1 Validation of qPCR efficiency 

RNA was isolated as previously described in Section 5.9. 1.0 µg of RNA underwent reverse 

transcription in 20 µL RT reaction volume to afford the cDNA. To verify the qPCR efficiency, 

a titration curve of cDNA was generated by putting different amounts of cDNA into the well 

in 10 µL qPCR reaction volume. A straight line should be obtained when plotting the X as 

log(concentration) versus Y as Ct(observed), and the slope could be estimated by the 

function "linest" from excel. The qPCR efficiency could be calculated from the slope with 

the following equation123:  

Efficiency = 10 − 1 × 100% 

During curve fitting, the R2 > 0.985 was the minimum requirement and the data below this 

limit were abandoned for lacking reliability. 

5.10.2 Validation of RT efficiency 

RNA was isolated as previously described in 5.9. To verify the RT efficiency, a titration curve 

of RNA was generated by adding different amounts of RNA into 20 µL RT reaction volume 

to afford a titrated cDNA sample. Then 0.5 µL of cDNA samples was analyzed with qPCR in 

a 10 µL qPCR reaction setting. A straight line should be obtained when plotting the X as 

log(concentration) versus Y as Ct(observed), and the slope could be estimated by the 

function "linest" provided from excel. When the qPCR efficiency was between 90 – 110%, 

the RT efficiency could be calculated from the slope with the same equation as mentioned 

above.123  

In most of the cases, the response of RT production was not linear when the amount of 

RNA input was ≥ 1.0 µg for 20 µL reaction. When this phenomenon occurred, those data 

points were not included in the curve fitting.  
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5.11 RNA immunoprecipitation (RNA-IP) 

Total RNA isolates, purified proteins, and inhibitors were obtained as previously described. 

The protocol was adapted from Fuentes-Iglesias et al.91 10 µL of ANTI-FLAG® M2 Magnetic 

Beads (Millipore, #M8823) were washed with RIP Buffer C, then loaded with target protein 

(0.2 mg/mL, in Buffer C) supplemented with 0.1% IGEPAL, 0.1% BSA(Serva, #11930.03) 

and 10 ppm yeast tRNA (Biosciences, 058Y) at 4ºC for 3 h. After the incubation, the beads 

were washed with 0.1% IGEPAL in Buffer C five times. 1 µg of total RNA isolated from U-

2 OS or MDA-MB-231, w/wo inhibitor, and w/wo 0.1% DMSO in RNA-immunoprecipitation 

buffer were incubated with protein loaded beads at rt for 1 h. After the incubation, the 

beads were washed with RNA-immunoprecipitation buffer 5 times and then rinsed with 50 

µL of RNase free water once. The RNA/protein bound beads were resuspended in 50 µL of 

RNase free water. From this resuspended solution, 5 µL was transferred and mixed with 2X 

Laemmli buffer, loaded on a 15% SDS-PAGE polyacrylamide gel to analyze the protein 

loading of each sample. The other 45 µL was treated with 450 µL of TRIzol following the 

TRIzol protocol to extract the RNA. After the extraction process, the RNA pellet was 

dissolved in 10 µL of RNase free water and used for RT-qPCR analysis. A sample of 0.5 μg 

RNA input underwent the same treatment starting from resuspension in 50 μL RNase free 

water, including sampling for gel and TRIzol extraction, to control for sample loss between 

RIP product and non-treated RNA input. 

5.11.1 Method for analyzing the percentage of 

enrichment after RNA-IP 

Percentage of enrichment was calculated by normalization with 0.5 µg (50%) of RNA input. 

The percentage of enrichment was calculated by the method reported by Fuentes-Iglesias 

et al.91 In short, the difference of Ct between the sample after enrichment and the 0.5 µg 

of RNA input (compensated with the percentage of dilution, 50%) was calculated. 

𝐶𝑡 − (𝐶𝑡 − log (1 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛⁄ )) =  ∆𝐶𝑡    

Then the percentage of target RNA enrichment from the RNA pool can be calculated by the 

following equation: 

Percentage of enrichment =  2 ∆  × 100% 

The student t-test was carried out by putting the average of mean (Mean) and the standard 

deviation (SD) with numbers of replicate (N) into GraphPad Prism 9 and calculated from 

multiple unpaired t tests with no assumption about consistent SDs (Welch's t-test) for each 

set of comparisons. 
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5.12 lncRNA expression level assay 

5.12.1 Knockdown with siRNA 

U-2 OS cells were seeded in a Biolite 6 well Multidish (Fisher Scientific, 11825275) for 

overnight (37ºC, 5% CO2) in normal growth medium (DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% Pen-Strep). 

After the cells were adhered, knockdowns with Lincode Human HOTTIP siRNA smart pool 

(Dharmacon, R-188311-00-0005) or negative control Lincode Non-targeting Pool 

(Dharmacon, D-001320-10-05) were performed with Lipofectamine 2000 (ThermoFisher, 

11668027) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After cells were incubated with 

transfecting medium for 4 h, the transfecting medium was changed into normal growth 

medium for another 24 h. Samples were harvested by RNA extraction (5.9) to afford the 

RNA, followed with RT-qPCR (5.10) then analyzed with the method described in 5.12.5 to 

obtain the fold change of the target gene. 

5.12.2 Direct treatment with U-2 OS 

U-2 OS cells were seeded in a Biolite 6 well Multidish (Fisher Scientific, 11825275) or Biolite 

12 well Multidish (Fisher Scientific, 130185) for overnight (37ºC, 5% CO2) in normal growth 

medium (DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% Pen-Strep). After the cells were settled, the selected 

compound concentration or blank (water or DMSO 0.1%) was prepared in fresh normal 

growth medium. Then the old growth medium was changed for the compound containing 

medium and incubated at 37ºC, 5% CO2 for the desired incubation time.  

Plate Seeding density Settling time Incubation time 

6 well 3.0 x 105 18 h 1 d 

12 well 2.5 x 105 18 h 3 d 

12 well 1.0 x 104 18 h 3 da + 3 d 

a: Refreshing the treatment and medium by exchanging everything fresh. 

Samples were harvested by RNA extraction (5.9) to afford the RNA, followed with RT-qPCR 

(5.10) then analyzed with the method describe in 5.12.5 to obtain the fold change of the 

target gene. 
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5.12.3 Direct treatment with MDA-MB-231 

MDA-MB-231 cells were seeded (1 x 105 cells/well for one-day treatment, or 5 x 104 

cells/well for three-day treatment.) in a Biolite 12 well Multidish (Thermo Scientific, 130185) 

for one day (37ºC, 5% CO2) in normal growth medium (DMEM-GlutaMAX + 10% FBS + 

1% Pen-Strep). After the cells were settled, the selected compound or blank (water or 

DMSO 0.1%) was prepared in fresh normal growth medium. Then the old growth medium 

was changed into the treatment medium and incubated at 37ºC, 5% CO2 for the desired 

incubation time.  

Samples were harvested by RNA extraction (5.9) to afford the RNA, followed with RT-qPCR 

(5.10) then analyzed with the method described in 5.12.5 to obtain the fold change of the 

target gene. 

5.12.4 Enhance Cellular Uptake with Additives 

5.12.4.1 Direct cytosolic delivery by phase-separating peptides 

The original protocol was described by Sun et al in 2022.102 For verifying the effect of 

HBpep-SP delivery system, the experiment was started with seeding 3.0 x 104 of U-2 OS 

into a 8-well Ibidi dish (Ibidi, #80826) and incubated for 18 h (37ºC, 5% CO2) in normal 

growth medium (DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% Pen-Strep). After the cells were settled, the 

medium was replaced with 180 µL of Opti-MEM and was ready for the delivery. The peptide 

delivering HBpep-SP resuspension was freshly prepared by adding HBpep-SP (10 mg/ml, 

2 µL in 10 mM AcOH(aq)) to the peptide (11 µM peptide, 18 µL Coacervate Formatting 

buffer.), then the resuspension was transferred to the cells and incubated for 4 h (37 °C, 

5% CO2). After the cargos were settled, the medium was removed and washed with PBS 

twice, then resupplied with 200 µL normal growth medium and the incubation was 

continued for another 20 h (37 °C, 5% CO2). The free, unabsorbed coacervates were 

washed with pH 5.0 phosphate buffer, followed with PBS washing for five times, then 

fixation with ROTI® Histofix 4.5% (Roth, #2213.4) for 10 min (37 °C, 5% CO2). After the 

fixation was completed, the fixation buffer was washed PBS for two times, then resupplied 

with 100 µL PBS to prevent the cells from drying out. The release of peptide in cytosol was 

observed by following the protocol 5.13.2.1. 

For detecting lncRNA expression levels after treatment, the experiment was started with 

seeding 3.0 x 105 of U-2 OS into a 12-well dish and incubated for 18 h (37ºC, 5% CO2) in 

normal growth medium (DMEM-high glucose + 10% FBS + 1% Pen-Strep). After the cells 

were settled, the medium was replaced with 900 µL of Opti-MEM and was ready for the 

delivery. The peptide delivering HBpep-SP suspension was freshly prepared by adding 
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HBpep-SP (10 mg/ml, 10 µL in 10 mM AcOH(aq)) to the peptide (11 µM peptide, 90 µL 

Coacervate Formatting buffer.), then the suspension was transferred to the cells and 

incubated for 4 h (37 °C, 5% CO2). After the particles were settled, the medium was 

removed and washed with PBS twice, then resupplied with 1 mL normal growth medium 

and the incubation was continued for another 20 h (37 °C, 5% CO2). The free coacervates 

were washed away with pH 5.0 phosphate buffer, then the cells were harvested followed 

by RNA extraction (5.9) to afford the RNA. RT-qPCR (5.10) was used to measure lncRNA 

levels and analyzed with the method described in 5.12.5to obtain the fold change of the 

target genes. 

5.12.4.2 Macropinocytosis 

The original protocol was described by Arafiles et al in 2021.99 In short, MDA-MB-231 cells 

were seeded (1 x 105 cells/well for one-day treatment, or 5 x 104 cells/well for three-day 

treatment.) in a Biolite 12 well Multidish (Thermo Scientific, 130185) for one day (37ºC, 

5% CO2) in normal growth medium (DMEM-GlutaMAX + 10% FBS + 1% Pen-Strep). After 

the cells were settled, the selected compound concentration or blank (water) with a 

constant concentration of LK15-oxP4A (5 µM) was prepared in Opti-MEM. The old growth 

medium was changed into the selected medium and incubated for 4 h (37ºC, 5% CO2) to 

allow the internalization. After 4 h incubation, the treatment medium was washed with PBS 

for two times, then resupplied with normal growth medium and incubated for another 20 

h (37ºC, 5% CO2). Samples were harvested by RNA extraction (5.9) to afford the RNA, 

followed with RT-qPCR (5.10) then analyzed with the method described in 5.12.5 to obtain 

the fold change of the target gene. 

5.12.4.3 Lipofecatime-2000 

The protocol provided by the manufacturer was followed. In short, MDA-MB-231 cells were 

seeded (1 x 105 cells/well for one-day treatment, or 5 x 104 cells/well for three-day 

treatment.) in a Biolite 12 well Multidish (Thermo Scientific, 130185) for one day (37ºC, 

5% CO2) in normal growth medium (DMEM-GlutaMAX + 10% FBS + 1% Pen-Strep). The 

transfection solution was freshly prepared before the treatment by incubating the selected 

compound or blank (water) with lipofectamine-2000 (1 µL) in Opti-MEM (50 µL) for 5 min 

at rt. The old growth medium was refreshed with fresh normal growth medium (450 µL), 

then the transfection solution was added and incubated for 4 h (37ºC, 5% CO2). After 4 h 

incubation, the treatment medium was washed with PBS twice, then resupplied with normal 

growth medium and incubated at 37ºC, 5% CO2 for the desire treatment period. Samples 

were harvested by RNA extraction (5.9) to afford the RNA, followed with RT-qPCR (5.10) 

then analyzed with the method described in 5.12.5 to obtain the fold change of the target 

gene. 
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5.12.4.4 Electroporation 

The Neon NxT electroporation system was used to perform the electroporation and the 

protocol provided by the manufacturer was followed. In short, MDA-MB-231 cells were 

seeded in eight 15 cm dishes with 50% confluency for one day (37ºC, 5% CO2) in normal 

growth medium (DMEM-GlutaMAX + 10% FBS + 1% Pen-Strep). Cells were detached by 

trypsination, collected, and centrifuged at 200 rcf, rt for 5 min. The supernatant was 

discarded, and the cells were resuspended in PBS, and centrifuged at 200 rcf for 5 min. 

The PBS resuspension was performed twice more to remove residual trypsin from previous 

steps. The cells were resuspended in PBS and the cell density in the resuspension was 

measured by using a cell counting kit (Countess™ Cell Counting Chamber Slides). 3 x 106 

cells were centrifuged at 200 rcf for 5 min, the supernatant removed, and the 

electroporation pipette was used to resuspend the cell pellet with 100 µL electroporation 

solution, which was prepared by diluting the stock solution of peptide with EP buffer in 1:9 

ratio. The electroporation was carried out using a pulse of 1000 V, 35 msec twice. After the 

pulse, suspensions were diluted with 1 mL PBS, centrifuged at 200 rcf for 5 min, followed 

by removal of the supernatant and seeding into 6 a well plate (1 x 106 cells/well) with 

normal growth medium and incubated for 24 h. The old medium was removed and the cells 

were washed with PBS twice to remove the non-adherent cells, then either harvested 

directly or subcultivated into a 6-well plate (50% for another one day, 20% for another 

three day) with normal growth medium and incubated at 37ºC, 5% CO2 until the desired 

treatment period. Samples were harvested by RNA extraction (5.9) to afford the RNA, 

followed with RT-qPCR (5.10) then analyzed with the method described in 5.12.5 to 

determine the fold change of the target genes. 

To verify the effect of electroporation, a portion of samples were seeded in 8 well Ibidi plate 

(1 x 105 cells/well) and followed the protocol 5.13.2.2 to qualitatively measure peptide 

uptake. 

 

5.12.5 Fold change of gene expression level 

The raw Ct value obtained from the qPCR instrument was used in 2−ΔΔCt method to calculate 

the fold change of target gene expression level and GAPDH was used as the internal 

reference gene124. In short, the expression level of the target gene was first normalized to 

GAPDH, then normalize to the expression level of the blank to give ∆∆𝐶𝑡 .  

𝐶𝑡 − 𝐶𝑡  =  ∆𝐶𝑡  

∆𝐶𝑡 − ∆𝐶𝑡  =  ∆∆𝐶𝑡  
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Then the fold change can be calculated from the following equation: 

Fold change =  2
∆∆  × 100% 

Each data point was represented by the mean of an individual biological replicate, and the 

standard deviation was calculated from the group of means by Graphpad Prism 9. The 

significance of the difference of each sample to the reference were calculated by Graphpad 

Prism 9 using the one sample student t-test and the target value was set to one (reference 

was normalized to one.). 

5.13 Measurement of cellular uptake  

The method for preparing the samples of interest was described in the previous section 

and the scale of experiment was sometime adapted to match the requirement of 

performing the following experiment. 

5.13.1 Flow cytometry 

U-2 OS cells were seeded in a 6 well Multidish (5 x 105 cells/well) for 18 h (37ºC, 5% CO2) 

in normal growth medium (DMEM + 10% FBS + 1% Pen-Strep). After the cells were settled, 

the selected compound concentration or blank (water) was prepared in the fresh normal 

growth medium. Then the old growth medium was changed into the selected treatment 

medium and incubated for the desired incubation time (37ºC, 5% CO2). Cells were 

harvested by trypsinization (0.05% Trypsin, 37ºC, 5% CO2) for 3 min, then collected and 

centrifuged at 200 rcf, rt for 5 min. The supernatant was discarded, and the cells were 

resuspended with PBS, and centrifuged at 200 rcf for 5 min. The PBS resuspension was 

performed twice more to remove residual trypsin from previous steps. After the 

detachment, cells were resuspended in 300 µL of 1 µg/mL propidium iodide (PI) in PBS 

and kept on ice until the measurement. The cell suspension was supplemented with 100 

µL of 0.4% trypan blue (Sigma Aldrich, T8154) and filtered through a cell strainer (Falcon, 

352235). The flow cytometry measurement was performed with the Sony Cell Sorter 

(model LE-SH800SFP) using 405, 488 and 561 nm lasers coupled with 525/50 (FL2) and 

600/60 (FL3) nm filters to detect FITC, and PI, respectively. FCM results were exported as 

flow cytometry standard files (FCS 3.0 or 3.1) by the cell sorter software (v. 2.1.3 or v. 

2.1.5, Sony Biotechnology) and the student t-test was carried out by GraphPad prism 9 

and calculated from multiple unpaired t tests with no assumption about consistent SDs 

(Welch t-test) for each set of comparisons. 
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5.13.2 Fluorescence confocal microscopy 

5.13.2.1 Protocol for fixed cells 

The day before the experiment, HEK293T cells were seeded at a concentration of 10,000 

cells in 8-well µ-Slides (Ibidi). The cells were washed with 1x PBS and HKR solution the 

following day.125 Next, FITC-labeled peptides were added in a final concentration of 10 µM 

and incubated for 1 hour. After 5 washes with HKR buffer, the cells were fixed with 4% 

formaldehyde (ROTHI®Histofix, ROTH) at 37 °C for 10 minutes, then washed with HKR 

buffer and stored in 1x PBS. Cells were imaged using a ZEISS LSM 800 at 40x magnification 

with oil immersion.  

The image was analyzed by ImageJ Fiji to calculate the corrected total cell fluorescence 

(CTCF). In brief, the area of cells (Acell) was defined in ESID channel, and the total 

fluorescence (Itotal)of the cell location was calculated in GFP channel. A random cell-free 

dark area was analyzed to determine the background intensity (Iblank). The CTCF can be 

calculated by the following formula126: 

𝐶𝑇𝐶𝐹 = 𝐼 − 𝐴 × 𝐼  

5.13.2.2 Protocol for living cells 

Samples were seeded in 8 well Ibidi plate (1 x 105 cells/well) and incubated in normal 

growth medium for the desire incubation time (37ºC, 5% CO2). The medium was 

exchanged into phenol-free DMEM, supplied with HEPES and the picture was taken by using 

confocal microscopy (3i Marianas Spinning Disk Confocal fluorescence microscope) at 40x 

magnification with oil immersion. The figures were exported by ImageJ Fiji. 
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Chapter 6. Appendix 

6.1  Characterization of Peptides 

 

Supplemental Figure 1: Structure of peptides P1 – P42. 
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Supplemental Figure 2: Structure of peptides involved in conjugation chemistry. 

Supplemental Table 1: List of peptides' synthesis methods, purification conditions, purity, and retention time. 

Nr Elongation Cyclization Purification Purity Retention time 

(min) 

P1 B - Acidic 97.2% 9.598  

P2 B - Acidic 96.8% 9.456  

P3 B - Acidic 98.6% 9.728  

P4 B - Acidic 98.5% 9.393  

P5 B - Acidic 99.7% 9.562  

P6 B - Acidic 98.1% 9.529  

P7 B - Acidic 97.2% 9.592  

P8 B - Acidic 96.8% 9.701  

P9 B - Acidic 97.5% 9.969  

P10 B - Acidic 97.0% 9.911  

P11 C - Basic 96.9% 10.29  

P12 B - Acidic 99.4% 11.09  

P13 B - Acidic 99.4% 9.832  

P14 B - Acidic 99.2% 9.932  

P15 B - Acidic 99.4% 10.09  

P16 B - Acidic 99.4% 9.857  

P17 B - Acidic 99.1% 9.947  
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P18 B - Acidic 99.1% 10.08 

P19 B - Acidic 98.5% 9.966  

P20 A D Acidic 97.6% 10.17 

P21 A D Acidic 95.0% 10.16  

P22 A D Acidic 97.8% 10.23  

P23 A D Acidic 95.4% 10.24 

P24 A D Acidic 95.6% 10.92 

P25 A D Acidic 90.4% 10.90  

P26 C E Basic 95.8% 10.70 

P26Ac B E Basic 98.3%a 8.746a  

P26C C E Basic n.d. n.d. 

P27 A D Acidic 85.0% 10.64 

P28 A D Acidic 97.8% 10.72 

P29 A D Acidic 89.0% 10.64 

P30 A D Acidic 98.0% 10.07 

P31 A D Acidic 93.5% 10.35 

P32 A D Acidic 98.1% 11.01  

P33 C E Basic 83.2% 10.05  

P33C C E Basic n.d. n.d. 

P34 B E Basic 96.1% 10.82  

P35 B E Basic 78.9% 10.83  

P36 B - Acidic >99.5% 8.607  

P36NH2 B - Acidic >99.5%a 6.322a 

P37 A - Acidic >99.5% 10.03 

P37M C - Acidic n.d. n.d. 

P37T C - Acidic n.d. n.d. 

P26-P37M B - Acidic 99.1% 9.429  

P26-P37T B - Acidic 98.0% 9.372  

P26-M12 B - Acidic 97.6% 14.77 

P33-P37M B - Acidic 99.1% 9.518  

P33-P37T B - Acidic 99.4% 8.970  

P38 C - Acidic 95.9%a 10.93a 

P42 C - Acidic 95.6%a 16.27a 

a: Recorded in 210 nm channel. n.d.: not determined.  
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Supplemental Table 2: List of peptides' HRMS. 

Nr Calc. m/z Obs. m/z ppm 

P1 [M+H]+ 1769.63707 1769.63639 -0.38  

P2 [M+H]+ 1939.74260 1939.74319 0.31  

P3 [M+2H]2+ 1653.61013 1653.61042 0.18  

P4 [M+H]+ 1555.54171 1555.54223 0.33  

P5 [M+H]+ 1468.50968 1468.51076 0.74  

P6 [M+2H]2+ 905.85364 905.85489 1.38  

P7 [M+H]+ 1695.67306 1695.67275 -0.18  

P8 [M+H]+ 1566.63047 1566.63068 0.14  

P9 [M+H]+ 1437.58787 1437.58913 0.87  

P10 [M+H]+ 763.28740 763.28791 0.66  

P11 [M+Na+H]2+ 909.33916 909.33947 0.34  

P12 [M+H]+ 1671.61554 1671.61547 -0.05  

P13 [M+H]+ 1783.65272 1783.65174 -0.55  

P14 [M+H]+ 1783.65272 1783.65172 -0.56  

P15 [M+H]+ 1817.63707 1817.63552 -0.85  

P16 [M+H]+ 1783.65272 1783.65162 -0.62  

P17 [M+H]+ 1783.65272 1783.65166 -0.59  

P18 [M+H]+ 1817.63707 1817.63568 -0.77  

P19 [M+H]+ 1767.65780 1767.65688 -0.52  

P20 [M+H]+ 1506.57295 1506.57368 1.31  

P21 [M+H]+ 1520.58860 1520.58958 0.64  

P22 [M+H]+ 1534.60425 1534.60512 0.57  

P23 [M+H]+ 1520.58860 1520.59305 2.93  

P24 [M+H]+ 1661.66758 1661.66733 0.15  

P25 [M+H]+ 1675.68323 1675.68282 0.24  

P26 [M+H]+ 1790.71017 1790.70992 -0.14  

P26Ac [M+2H]2+ 649.80916 649.80998 1.25  

P26C [M+H]+ 1893.71936 1893.72082 0.77  

P27 [M+2H]2+ 902.86655 902.86739 0.93  

P28 [M+2H]2+ 895.85873 895.8597 1.08  

P29 [M+2H]2+ 902.86655 902.8671 0.61  

P30 [M+2H]2+ 896.84836 896.85091 2.85  

P31 [M+2H]2+ 903.85618 903.85858 2.65  

P32 [M+2H]2+ 902.86655 902.86907 2.79  

P33 [M+H]+ 1790.71017 1790.71363 1.93  
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P33C [M+2H]2+ 947.36332 947.36394 0.66  

P34 [M+H]+ 1790.71017 1790.7128 1.47  

P35 [M+H]+ 1790.71017 1790.71242 1.25  

P36 [M+H]+ 975.51524 975.51661 1.40  

P36NH2 [M+2H]2+ 619.35983 619.35941 0.67  

P37 [M+3H]3+ 719.0492 719.0485 0.97  

P37M [M+H]+ 596.0a 596.2a LRMS 

P37T [M+H]+ 855.01368 855.01363 0.06  

P26-P37M [M+6H]6+ 613.30121 613.30004 1.91  

P26-P37T [M+4H]4+ 900.68459 900.68513 0.60  

P26-M12 [M+2H]2+ 1136.35071 1136.35179 0.95  

P33-P37M [M+4H]4+ 920.95125 920.95086 0.42  

P33-P37T [M+H]+ 900.93654 900.93542 1.24  

P38 [M+5H]5+ 639.87958 639.87821 2.14  

P42 [M+3H]3+ 984.28932 984.28906 0.26  

a: Recorded LRMS. 

6.1.1 HPLC Analysis of Compounds 

Analytical HPLC-MS was performed by using Agilent 1200 Infinity II LC system equipped 

with a C18 column (Agilent Poroshell 120, 2.7 µm, 3 x 100 mm, flow rate: 0.4 mL/min, 

temperature: 33ºC) and Agilent InfinityLab LC/MSD G6125C. Compounds were eluted with 

a gradient showing in the supplementary table 4. In short, a linear gradient from 5% to 

95% (percentage of B. A: 0.1% TFA in H2O; B: 0.1% TFA in ACN) over 20 min. The whole 

UV-VIS spectrum was recorded during the run, and the selected channel (210 / 254 nm), 

which was indicated in Supplemental Table 3 for each compound, was used to plot and 

calculate the purity of the sample. Isolating yield was calculated from dividing the amount 

of purified product by the amount of resin loading.  

Supplemental Table 3. Gradient program for the analytical HPLC-MS analysis. 

Time points (min) 0 min 1 min 21 min 25 min 27 min 30 min 

B (%) 5% 5% 95% 95% 5% 5% 
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Supplemental Figure 3: HPLC analysis of the compound P1. 

 

Supplemental Figure 4: HPLC analysis of the compound P2. 

 

Supplemental Figure 5: HPLC analysis of the compound P3. 

 

Supplemental Figure 6: HPLC analysis of the compound P4. 
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Supplemental Figure 7: HPLC analysis of the compound P5. 

 

Supplemental Figure 8: HPLC analysis of the compound P6. 

 

Supplemental Figure 9: HPLC analysis of the compound P7. 

 

Supplemental Figure 10: HPLC analysis of the compound P8. 
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Supplemental Figure 11: HPLC analysis of the compound P9. 

 

Supplemental Figure 12: HPLC analysis of the compound P10. 

 

Supplemental Figure 13: HPLC analysis of the compound P11. 

 

Supplemental Figure 14: HPLC analysis of the compound P12. 
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Supplemental Figure 15: HPLC analysis of the compound P13. 

 

Supplemental Figure 16: HPLC analysis of the compound P14. 

 

Supplemental Figure 17: HPLC analysis of the compound P15. 

 

Supplemental Figure 18: HPLC analysis of the compound P16. 
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Supplemental Figure 19: HPLC analysis of the compound P17. 

 

Supplemental Figure 20: HPLC analysis of the compound P18. 

 

Supplemental Figure 21: HPLC analysis of the compound P19. 

 

Supplemental Figure 22: HPLC analysis of the compound P20. 
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Supplemental Figure 23: HPLC analysis of the compound P21. 

 

Supplemental Figure 24: HPLC analysis of the compound P22. 

 

Supplemental Figure 25: HPLC analysis of the compound P23. 

 

Supplemental Figure 26: HPLC analysis of the compound P24. 
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Supplemental Figure 27: HPLC analysis of the compound P25. 

 

Supplemental Figure 28: HPLC analysis of the compound P26. 

 

Supplemental Figure 29: HPLC analysis of the compound P26Ac in the 210 nm channel. 

 

Supplemental Figure 30: HPLC analysis of the compound P27. 
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Supplemental Figure 31: HPLC analysis of the compound P28. 

 

Supplemental Figure 32: HPLC analysis of the compound P29. 

 

Supplemental Figure 33: HPLC analysis of the compound P30. 

 

Supplemental Figure 34: HPLC analysis of the compound P31. 
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Supplemental Figure 35: HPLC analysis of the compound P32. 

 

Supplemental Figure 36: HPLC analysis of the compound P33. 

 

Supplemental Figure 37: HPLC analysis of the compound P34. 

 

Supplemental Figure 38: HPLC analysis of the compound P35. 
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Supplemental Figure 39: HPLC analysis of the compound P36. 

 

Supplemental Figure 40: HPLC analysis of the compound P36NH2 in the 210 nm channel. 

 

Supplemental Figure 41: HPLC analysis of the compound M2. 
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Supplemental Figure 42: HPLC analysis of the compound P37. 

 

Supplemental Figure 43: HPLC analysis of the compound P26-P37M. 

 

Supplemental Figure 44: HPLC analysis of the compound P26-P37T. 
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Supplemental Figure 45: HPLC analysis of the compound P26-M12. 

 

Supplemental Figure 46: HPLC analysis of the compound P33-P37M. 

 

Supplemental Figure 47: HPLC analysis of the compound P33-P37T. 

 

Supplemental Figure 48: HPLC analysis of the compound P38 in the 210 nm channel. 
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Supplemental Figure 49: HPLC analysis of the compound P42 in the 210 nm channel. 

6.1.2 Characterization of Compound 7k 
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Supplemental Figure 50: 1H NMR spectrum of 7k (700 MHz, DMSO-d6). 
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Supplemental Figure 51: 13C NMR spectrum of 7k (176 MHz, DMSO-d6). 

 

Supplemental Figure 52: COSY NMR spectrum of 7k (M2). 
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Supplemental Figure 53: HSQC NMR spectrum of 7k (M2). 
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Supplemental Figure 54: HMBC NMR spectrum of 7k (M2). 

 

Supplemental Figure 55: HPLC analysis of the compound 7k (M2).  
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6.2  Results of Fluorescence Polarization 

 
Supplemental Figure 56: Direct fluorescence polarization binding curve for peptide P1 and P3 – P5 

(Normalized). Assay performed in FP Buffer A. 

 
Supplemental Figure 57: Direct fluorescence polarization binding curve for peptide P2 and P6 – P9 

(Normalized). Assay performed in FP Buffer A. 
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Supplemental Figure 58: Direct fluorescence polarization binding curve for peptide P1, P11 and P12 

(Normalized). Assay performed in FP Buffer A. 

 
Supplemental Figure 59: Direct fluorescence polarization binding curve for peptide P11 and P13 – P19 

(Normalized). Assay performed in FP Buffer A. 
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Supplemental Figure 60: Direct fluorescence polarization binding curve for peptide P10 and P20 – P23 

(Normalized). Assay performed in FP Buffer A. 

 
Supplemental Figure 61: Direct fluorescence polarization binding curve for peptide P24 – P35 (Normalized). 

Assay performed in FP Buffer A. 
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Supplemental Figure 62: Direct fluorescence polarization binding curve for peptide P28 – P32 (Normalized). 

Assay performed in FP Buffer A. 

 
Supplemental Figure 63: Direct fluorescence polarization binding curve for peptide P36 against WDR5WT or 

WDR5F266A. Assay performed in FP Buffer B. 
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Supplemental Figure 64: Direct fluorescence polarization binding curve for peptide P26 against WDR5WT or 

WDR5F266A. Assay performed in FP Buffer B. 

 

Supplemental Figure 65: Competitive fluorescence polarization binding curve for inhibitors against fix 

concentration of P36-WDR5WT (Normalized). Assay performed in FP Buffer B. 
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Supplemental Figure 66: Competitive fluorescence polarization binding curve for inhibitors against fix 

concentration of P26-WDR5WT (Normalized). Assay performed in FP Buffer B. 
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6.3  Buffer Recipes 

Buffer A:  

50 mM HEPES, 300 mM NaCl, 30 mM Imidazole, 0.1 mM PMSF, 1 mM TCEP, pH = 8.0 

Buffer B: 

50 mM HEPES, 300 mM NaCl, 500 mM Imidazole, 1 mM TCEP, pH = 8.0 

Buffer C: 

25 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, pH = 7.0 

FP Buffer A: 

 0.1 M KnH(3-n)PO4, 25 mM KCl, and 0.01% Triton-X at pH 6.587 

FP Buffer B: 

25 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 1% DMSO and 0.01% Triton-X, pH 7.0 

FITC concentration Buffer: 

 0.1 M NaHCO3(aq), pH 9.0 

ITC buffer: 

20 mM Tris-HCl, 200 mM NaCl, pH = 7.0 

RIP buffer91: 

25 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM KCl, 5 mM EDTA, 0.1% IGEPAL, 1 mg/mL BSA, 10 µg/mL 

yeast tRNA, 80 U/mL Recombinant RNasin Ribonuclease Inhibitor (freshly added, 

Promega, #N251A), pH 7.5 

SEC Buffer:  

50 mM HEPES, 300 mM NaCl, 1 mM TCEP, pH = 8.0 

Coacervate Formatting Buffer: 

 10 mM NaH2PO4, 84 mM NaCl, pH 6.5 

6.4  Primer List 

GAPDH_Fw  AGCCACATCGCTCAGACAC127 

GAPDH_Rev  GCCCAATACGACCAAATCC127 

U6_Fw   CTCGCTTCGGCAGCACATATAC128 

U6_Rev   GGAACGCTTCACGAATTTGC128 

HOTTIP_Fw  TACCGGAATAGTGCTGGGGA129 

HOTTIP_Rev  TGCGTGCTGCTCTGAGTTTA129 

HOXC13-AS_Fw  GAAACTGCATTTCCTGGGGC130 

HOXC13-AS_Rev GGCTGGAGTCTTTGTCCTCC130 

FOXD3-AS1_Fw  GCGAGGATGTGTGGCCAAT130 

FOXD3-AS1_Rev AGACAGGGATTGGGTTCCGT130 

TGF-1_Fw  CGTGGAGCTGTACCAGAAATAC131 

TGF-1_Rev  CACAACTCCGGTGACATCAA131 
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6.5  Gel Image 

 

Supplemental Figure 67: Protein loading control of iv-RIP experiment. * Data was not discussed in this thesis. 
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6.6  Result of X-ray cocrystal structure 
Supplemental Table 4. Data collection and refinement statistics of the WDR5-P26Ac crystal. 

 WDR5-P26Ac 

Data collection  

Space group P 43 21 2 

Cell dimensions    

    a, b, c (Å) 82.1737 82.1737 201.707 

    α, β, γ ()  90, 90 ,90 

Resolution (Å) 42.98 - 1.843 (1.909 - 

1.843) 

Rmerge 0.1688 (3.632) 

I / sI 8.05 (0.26) 

Completeness (%) 96.59 (66.37) 

Redundancy (Multiplicity) 26.7 (27.4) 

CC1/2 0.995 (0.361) 

Refinement  

Resolution (Å) 1.84 

No. Reflections 58517 (3960) 

Rwork / Rfree 0.1975 / 0.2429 

No. Atoms 5614 

    Protein 5179 

    Ligand/ion 0 

    Water 435 

B-factors 
 

Protein 56.22 

Water 57.80 

R.m.s. deviations  

Bond lengths (Å) 0.011 

Bond angles () 1.25 

Ramachandran favored (%) 95.19 

Ramachandran allowed (%) 4.65 

Ramachandran outliers (%) 0.16 

Rotamer outliers (%) 2.36 

Clashscore 8.32 

Statistics for the highest-resolution shell are shown in parentheses. 
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Supplemental Figure 68. (A) Asymmetric unit (ASU) of the WDR5-P26Ac co-crystal containing two protein-

peptide dimers. (B) Depiction of the B-factors of both dimers A/a (top) and B/b (bottom) shows that the 

termini of the peptide ligands and chain B have higher B-factors than chain A which corresponds to the quality 

of electron density. (C) Overlay of the protein chains A and B indicate a high similarity of both chains except 

the termini. 
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Supplemental Figure 69. Symmetry mates in 20 Å distance show that the crystal packing of the structure is 

high. 
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Supplemental Figure 70. (A/B) The WBM binding site with P26Ac bound overlays well with a peptide with 
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similar binding mode of Rbbp5 (PDB 2XL2) in the core regions of the peptide. (C/D) 2FO-FC-maps of ligands a 

and b respectively indicate correct posing of the ligand in the WBM site. (E) The ligand P26Ac binds to the 

WBM interface without obstructing the apo-fold compared to a published apo-structure (PDB 2H14). (F) Like in 

previous structures, the channel in the WD-fold is filled with many structured waters. (G) Chain A forms a 

disulfide bridge with a symmetry related chain B. 

6.7  Credit and Copyright licenses 

Several contend in Chapter 2 and the corresponding figures in Chapter 6 have been 

published in (Chang. et al., 2023)64 and licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 

Unported Licence. The modification of individual reprinted figures is listed below: 

[1] Figure 21 - Figure 23, Figure 25, Figure 26, Figure 31, Supplemental Figure 56 - 

Supplemental Figure 58, Supplemental Table 4 and Supplemental Figure 67 - Supplemental 

Figure 70 are reprinted from (Chang. et al., 2023) and the following figures are modified: 

 Figure 21: Add two white blocks behind the labels. 

 Figure 22: Add two white blocks behind the labels. Add blue arrow and label. 

 Figure 23: Change the compound number. Add a table to show the numbers. 

 Figure 25: Change the compound number. Add ITC data. 

 Figure 26: Remove C and D from the original pictures. 

Figure 31: Change the compound number. Change the color scheme. Remove A – C 

from the original pictures. 

Supplemental Figure 56 – 58: Change the compound number. Change the color 

scheme. 

Supplemental Figure 67: Change the compound number. Add two more data. 

Supplemental Table 4, Supplemental Figure 68 - Supplemental Figure 70: Change 

the compound number. 
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